Squeeze the snake always
gets his man... er, mouse
By Jerry Desmarais
The snake moves slowly. He
flicks his wiry tongue out and
around following the scent of his
prey. A small white mouse looks
on with interest. He even chances
a quick sniff ·of the odd looking
tube-like thing that keeps following him around. And then ..
Wham!
The snake lunges, snaps his
jaws and pulls back. No dice: 'fhe
mouse senses that all may not be
right in the converted TV set that
contains him and runs to a corner. The snake follows.
"I had turtles and salamanders
and that sort of thing before I

started keeping snakes," says
sophomore Tom Keegan, 22-yearold- owner of Squeeze, a six-foot
boa constrictor.
"We used to live in Mexico. I
had a corn snake that I brought
with me when we moved back up
here, but it died right after that.
"I got Squeeze as a replacement from a pet shop for $12. He
was about two feet long then.
That was nine years ago."
Wham!
Again the mouse eludes the
jaws of the snake and jumps to
the side.
"He doesn't usually miss
twice," says Keegan. Squeeze

moves on to uphold his dignity.
i•when we first got him, he
wouldn't eat. We had to force feed
him. We'd take a .lump of hamburger, open his mouth and push
it down with a dowel."
Squeeze takes care of himself
these days, though. As Keegan
says, "He'll eat three or four of
these mice one right after an·
other."
Wham! Squeeze demonstrates.
He snaps his jaws over the
mouse's head, flips it back and
throws a two-inch thick collar of
muscle around its body.

Squeeze
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Bianco ·starts security systelll;
Christensen residents colllplain
By Paul Keegan
Director of Residential Life
David Bianco said yesterday the
new security system at Christensen Hall is "doing a good job of
keeping people who don't belong
in Christensen out.''
Bianco, responding to whaf he
called "negative attitudes and
malicious behavior" · by sonte
Christensen Hall residents, last
week ordered a security desk installed and restricted the use of
alcohol in the dorm.

David Bianco, director of residential life has installed
new, tougher security measures in Christensen Hall.

Three are jailed
for nuke protest
suspended sentence.
By Jayne Sears
. No verdict was reached yesterThree of the 64 people facing
day in the trial of Roger Cole, 22,
appeal trials for their involvement in the occupation oflhe Sea- of Hampton, according to a court
brook nuclear power plant site clerk.
The jury recessed at 5 p.m.
last May were found guilty of
criminal trespass and sentenced without reaching any decision.
According to Robert Cushing, a
in Rockingham County Superior
member of the legal committee
Court.
Yesterday, Court Dorsey, 27, for the Clamshelf alliance, no
of DeKalb, Illinois, was sen- UNH students were among the 64
tenced to six months in jail with people called to appear in court.
According to a Clamshell Ala three months suspended sentence by Judge Wayne Mullavey. liance member Kirk Stone, DorA Roman Catholic nun from sey asked the judge prior to senHartford, Connecticut, Carolyn tencing if he could serve his senJean Dupuy, 32, was sentenced tence by doing constructive work
last Thursday by Judge William at the Laconia State School or in
Cann to six months in jail with the area.
"The judge didn't even
four months suspended in adrlition to the 13 days she spenf in acknowledge his request," said
the National Guard Armory last Stone. "Instead he locked someone who i$ of no threat away in
May following her arrest.
Mark Carter Wentworth, 26, of Brentwood (House of Corrections)
Kensington, was sentenced by for three months."
Mullavey on Thursday to six
months in jail with two months PROTESTERS, page 1o

Bianco announced his action in
a letter to Christensen students
dated Nov. 7.
The security system was in·
stalled Thursday night and will
be in operation from 7 p.m. to
3 a.m. Thursday through Saturday on a permanent basis.
"The desk seemed to work very•
well," said Bianco. "Only one fire
extinguisher was set off. Hopefully this system will be a help."
Bianco also ruled that no kegs
of beer will be allowed in Chris-

tensen at any time~ no area programming money will be allowed
to support any -event at which alcohol is present, and drinking in
individual rooms would be
limited to the students assigned
to that room and up to five guests
each.
Residents must show identification at the desk and guests
must either be accompanied by a
resident, or they may telephone
CHRISTENSEN, page 4

SBP election candidat.es
end campaign with debate
By Jayne Sears
Student body president candidates David Livermore, Richard
Morris!"ette, Peter Tandy, and
Steven Wolhandler closed their
campaigns last night with ·a twohour debate broadcast on WUNH
radio.
The candidates discussed their
views on reorganizing Student
Government, working with the
administration, the new Academic Senate, student rules, the
state legislature, and their own
qualifications.
In his opening statement, Livermore said he wanted to reorganize Student Government.
"Right now Student Government is geared toward giving out
money," said Livermore. "I want
to see it directed toward issues.
It is our right as students to find
out what is going on and to improve Student Government. Students seem to be interested in
what is happening but there
seems to be a lack of communication with Student Government."
Morrissette expressed what he
termed "fears" for Student Government's directions over the
past few years.
"I think we need an effective
body to represent students," said
Morrissette. "I've had fears for
Student Government over the

past years with the dissolving of
the unicameral senate and the
problems on the task force.
"Students should be given a
,greater voice in decision making
on campus. DRAC (Dining and
Residence Advisory committee)

should be given more sa·y in policies concerning them . The MUB
Board of Governors should have
more say in the activities and
prograf!lS of the MUB. CommuDEBATE, page 14

Bixby quits SBP race
By Debby Gaul
Junior Douglas Bixby has withdrawn from the race for student
body president and is supporting
sophomore Peter Tandy for the
position, Bixby announced last
week.
According to Bixby, his main
reason for dropping out of the
race is "all five of us (candictates) felt basically the same
way about the issues."
Bixby said, "I no longer feel I
need to run since other people
share the viewpoints I have.
"I'd like to endorse Peter Tandy," said Bixby. "He's shown me
he's got a lot of motivation and
possesses positive qualities
necessary for student body
president."
Bixby said, "One of the most
important qualities a student
body president should have is the
ability to communicate on a one to

one basis. This two way communication is necessary to find out
how students feel, and is important in dealing personally with
administrators. I think Tandy is
skilled in this respect."
In an interview published on
Nov. 1 by The New•Hampshire,
Bixby said his main concerns are
"the apathetic atmosphere on
campus, overcrowded classrooms, the unresolved parking
problem, and- the amount of
money the state allocates to
UNH."
Bixby said another reason he
chose to quit is that students have
alternatives to senior Richard
Morrissette.
Bixby • said
Morrissette was the only candidate when the student body
president race began.
"I felt it was my responsibility
BIXBY, page 5

.....---INSIDE,-----------------------------.
Spirou
Chris Spirou, the Demo-

cratic leader, doesn't
always agree with Gov.
Mekhim Thomson. For
Spirou's insights turn
to page 3.

Fogelherg
Dan Fogelberg played
to a sold out Field
House Friday night.
His concert enthralled
the audience. Plus
the appearance of
Tim Weisberg was an
added bonus. Page 12

Defeat
UMass stormed into
Durham Saturday and
left with the YC Beanpot trophy, ending a
season which had held
so much promise for
the Wildcats. See the
story and pictures on
pages 20 and 18.
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News Briefs

Path for UNH Eckist
is 'active soul travel'

Straus gets grant
UNH sociology Professor Murray Straus has been awarded a
grant of over $467,000 from the National Institute of Mental Health.
Straus, who will be speaking tonight at.a Women's Center-sponsored lecture on wife beating, said he will use the grant to continue hh research on violence in American families.
The award extends over a five-year period. It will provide two
pre-doctoral and three-post doctoral fellowships at UNH during
each of the five ye-ars.
Straus' lecture is tonight at 7 p.m. in Hamilton Smith, room 216.

Lot A camera
The value of unrecovered property stolen from parking lot
A (across from the Field House) has decreased since a camera 1
was installed in the lot to control vandalism, according to
1
David Flanders, director of public safety.
From July 1 to November 1, 1976, $215 worth of property
was stolen and not recovered. The camera has been in operation .
since July 1, 1977. From then until November 2, the value
of unr<>covorod property wa:, reduced to ~:17, accun.llng to
Flanders.
Three cars have been stolen since July 1, 1977, and all
_
have been recovered, according to Flanders.
"It's not possible at this date to determine the effectiveness
of the camera and the degree of importance it holds in the
recovery of the vehicles," said Flanders.
The cost for the installment , of the camera was $8,000.
The only additional expense to UNH was for adjustments
with the monitoring, which Flanders said was minimal.

Tae Kwon Do club exhibition
shows grace, poise, and skill

King the pony
Court officials have ordered psychiatric tests of Barbara
Reed of Plaistow for her alleged abuse of King the Shetland
pony, according to an Associated Press story in last Wednesday's
Concord Monitor.
Reed is charged with cruelty to animals, a misdemeanor in
New Hampshire. The charge carries a minimum penalty of one
dollar and no jail term. The maximum penalty is $1,000 and
a year in jail.
King, who has boarded atTJNH.since his discovery in a manurefilled stall in Plaistow last August, was moved to a new home last
week with an undisclosed Rockingham County family.
The three and a half foot Shetland-had been imprisoned in
the stall for four years. By the end of that time his hooves
had grown to nearly eighteen inches and he w~s severely u~dernourished. He has moved to UNH, where Umvers1ty veterinarians trimmed his hooves and cared for him until he had regained his proper weight.
The New Hampshire Society for Cruelty to Animals turned
down Governor Meldrim Thomson's offer to make King the
state mascot.

The weather
The National Weather Service predicts mostly sunny weather
today with a high temperature in the mid 40's_. It "'.ill be f_air
tonight with a low near 2~ degre~s . There will be mcreasmg
cloudiness Wednesday with a high near 50 and a 20 per
cent chance of rain.

1

U niver.sity has saved
$900,000 on energy
By Jane GibS()n
The University has saved
$900,000 on its energy bill since
the winter of 1973, according to
Patrick Miller, director of
Engineering for Physical Plant
Operations and Maintenance
- (PPO&MJ.
Miller said the saving is based
on what it would have cost UNH
for energy if the University had
continued at the 1972 rate of consumption.
The major areas of energy conservation have been a reduction
in lighting, a decrease in hot
water usage in showers and washing machines, and lowered
temperatures in academic and
residential buildings.
Gerald Boothby, assistant to
the director of PPO&M, said the
major stumbling block in UNH's
attempt to conserve energy is the
legislature's failure to pass the
University's
capital
bµdget
request ot :i;1,;5uu,ooo.
Boothby said PPO&M does
"not know at this point what the
overall effect will be" of the
Public Service Company's
proposed 21 per cent rate hike.
He said the additional cost will
be less than 21 per cent because
the increase would only affect 60
per cent of the University's elec-

tension. Eckankar _,goes into _tpe
By Sue Hertz
Ira Scherr says when he was 16 God worlds.
"Meditatfoh is passive," says
he thought he could make it rain.
When he was 20 he practiced Zen Scherr. ''Eckankar Is active soul
• Buddhism. Now Scherr is UNH's travel on a path for people fo
campus coordinator to Eckankar find a way to their true self, existence and soul."
and the only practicing Eckist
Scherr, a slightly built pre-med
on campus.
Eckankar is tfie practice of soul major in bis ·1ate 20•s· lea~s ba<:k
travel through contemplation, ac- in his chair as he explams his
cording to Scherr. "It is the spir- involvement with Eckankar and
_itual path to God realization," he other psychic experiences. He
strokes his sandy brown beard
says.
Scherr became involved in with one hand as he speaks, and
Eckankar five years ago while uses his other hand for emphasis. ~
· Ira.Scherr
serving as a medical corpsman in
Scherr says he had experimennosis
and
practiced techniques of
ted with other forms • of
the Navy in San Diego.
He says, "I met a_ practic\ng psychological experiences before self-hypnosis.
"Once I put myself in a selfEckist who gave me mformabon joining Eckankar.
"When I was 16 I was looking hypnotic state and heard voices
and books on Eckankar. I soon
joi_ned Eckankar . and . b_ecame ; into thp OC'('lllt ::inn thought T Wll" ca)lin{ to -me from a floating
active."
· a warlock," he says, "By looking mist,' he says. "My consciousness
Eckankar is different than oth- at clouds I could separate. the started going towards the volce
er spiritual teachings, according molecules and make rain start and something went into my
body. Something . had taken
and stop."
to Scherr.
"Other spiritual teachings
From the occult Scherr's po~_session of my body. I couldn't
reach to the mental plane,"· he psychic interest turned to hyp- m?,~~ter five minutes I was able
says. "Meditation is for _peace of nosis.
mind, to slow down or aid hyperHe says, "I read books on hyp- ECKANKAR, page 7

By Gary Langer
Two white suited men circle
each other warily, their faces fixed, their breathing controlled.
"Yut!," exclaims -one in a deep,
guttural tone. He spins as though
to run, spins again, and his foot
flashes within inches of his opponent's head.
The men are not mortal enemies, nor are they disco dancing.
They are Tae Kwon Do Black
Belts Jeffery Hennessey and Norman Bates, exhibiting their skills
to a crowd of 150 in the Granite
State Room of the Memorial
Union Building last week.
"Yut!" Hennessey's right hand
juts forward in a twisting motion,
stopping a bare second before it
would ruin Bates' nose. Bates
feints, grabs Hennessey's arm
and twists around, his right foot
headed straight for Hennessey's
groin.
Tae Kwon Do, literally meanmg the Art of Hand and Foot
Fighting, is a 1,300 year-old Korean Martial Art. It has been a
club sport at UNH for four years.
"Yut ! "Hennessev steps lightly
back and turns his body to Bates'
blind side. His combination
punch scores to the kidney.
Hennessey, a senior and president of the club, says he became
interested in Tae Kwon Do at
UNH three and a half years ago.
"I went down there and saw

people doing things I knew I must
do with my body," says Hennessey. "I saw people fly and I knew
I must do it."
Hennessey's hands, and those
of all black belts, are registered
through the International Tae
Kwon Do Federation with police.
Hennessey and Bates, now
breathing heavily, disengage at a
command from their instructor.
They stand facing each other,
fists clenched at their sides, feet
apart. The audience applauds enthusiastically.
Club member John Auerbach
calls Tae Kwon Do "a systemized
way of attacking and defending
using your hands and feet. You
perform various motions in different speeds and combinations.
"Psychologically it demands
as much as any rigorous sport,"
he says. "And beyond that, it reflects a disciplined approach to
life. It requires a lot of concentration."
_
"It gives me a feeling of relief
after studying all day," says senior Tina Mazur. "It gets out my
frustrations and it's really good
exercise."
There are 40 members of the
Tae Kwon Do club. They meet to
practice in New Haillpshire Hall
every weekday from 5 to 7 p.m.
"We practice for self-defense
and health," says Auerbach ..
"It's a nice way to move your

body.
"We're not building a commando group. We are building friendships," he says.
Mazur, who has earned a yellow belt after two semesters of
practice, says she "saw a demonstration once and it looked like an
interesting thing to pick up. I live
close to New York City and I.
wanted to be able to defend myself." Mazur says she has not yet
had to use Tae Kwon Do for selfrlefense.
"It's a confidence builder,"
says Auerbach. "It makes you a
pacifist. You· don't feel the need
to compensate for a lack of confidence."
Twenty-one men and women
trot out before the audience and
stand in four rows. They turn to
face three flags on the wall--those
of the US, Korea, and the UNH
Tae Kwon Do Club. They bow,
turn, and bow to the audience.
They stand erect, faces blank in
concentration, eyes focused
straight ahead.
A guttural command from the
instructor and the 21 white belts
break into a series of steps,
thrusts, and blocks. Their movements, like a well-timed dance,
are individual but in perfect coordination.
The instructor, Ho Zoo Lea, is_a
TAE KWON DO, page 17

tric bill which accounts for 45 per
cent of' UNH's total energy bill.
"The fuel adjustment charge will
remain the same," he said.
Boothby said UNH has
budgeted for some increase in
rates. He said he does not foresee a
student surcharge, as was levied
several years ago when fuel rates
jumped unexpectedly.
The $1,300,000 capital budget
request would have been used to
update the controls in the hot
water heating system, according
to Miller. "This would enable us
to have separate heat controls for
each building,'' he said.
"Without those funds all we can
do is try to maintain what we
have," said Boothby, "and fine
tune the old system as best as we
can."
·
Under the present system the
buildings are grouped on heating
lines, according to Miller. "There
are 17 dorms on one valve," he
said.
Some of the buildings have no
lhermostats in them like the Service Building, according to .
Milier. Others 1ike Morrill,
James, DeMeritt, Murkland,
Hewitt, Conant, and Thompson
ENERGY, page 6

Jeffrey Hennessey, right, p;esident of UNH's Tae Kwon Do club practices some technique with a club member. (Jim Kaklamanos photo)
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Steaks sizzle and beer abou-nds
as the tailgater, gather together
- By Dana Jennings
Steaks sizzle on grills. A brisk
autumn wind blows. Kegs are
tapped. Wine corks are popped.
Lawn chairs laden with beer
bellied men sprawl on the grass.
Music, from Steve Miller to
Glenn Miller, wafts on the air. A
ten year old boy runs pass patterns, awaiting the throw from
his father, who wears a tattered
UNH letter jacket. And cars are
herded together in a huge metal
mass.
This is tailgating.
Last Saturday, before · the
Ur..'H-UMass football game, UNH
may have had its largest tailgate
ever.
Thousands of people and their
cars were crammed into the field
that overlook:, Death Valley, the

MUB -

Tho dinnor was proparod by

TAILGATE;RS, pogo 8

Individual charges disIDissed
in UNH discriIDination lawsuit

Pub

By Kate McClare
U.S. Circuit Court Judge Hugh
Bownes has dismissed UNH English Professor Annette Koloclny's
suit against individual members
of the English Department for
sexual and religious discrimination in hiring and promotion.
Bownes issued an order dismissing the individual actions on

seeks
advice
By Jerry Desmarais
.
Lagging beer sales amounting
to a loss of $6,000 this semester
has caused the Memorial Union
Building (MUB) Pub to seek input from student organizations to
avC\id limiting the number of
nights the Pub is open.
The MUB Pub Board of Directors and the Pub Programming'
Committee will meet this week
with 75 to 100 representatives of
student organizations, dormitories and the administration,
according to Assistant Director
of Student Activities Jeffrey
Onore. Onore said the meeting
will not be open to the public.
"The facility has potential for
more utilization. We want to work
with people on campus to develop
the Pub into what they want,"
said Steve LoPilato, president of
the MUB Pub Board of Directors.
Rick Austin, president of Pub
Programming, said, "We hope to
get something out of this
program to fill the place, sell
some beer and make a little
money besides.
"I don't think we will make
up the money we've lost. But,
I do think that we can turn things
around and I think next semP.ster
we ~ill_opef! up with a bang."
'The Puu lia5 ;v,:;t about $6,0UO this
semester and will probably continue to lose money unless some
changes are made, according to
George Merritz, staff assistant
for operations at the Pub.
J. Gregg Sanborn, MUB director, said, "If things don't pick up
after the Pub Awareness
Program, we certainly have to
look for a way to cut expenses,
one of which would be limiting
the number of nights that the Pub
is open."
"Financially speaking, ij)e Pub
should be closed now," said Steve
Hilliard, student manager of the
Pub.
"Night after night we have to
send work-study kids home early,
which I hate to do because I put
myself through college on workstudy. It's especially bad since
many of them only work one
night a week."
According to Rich Kane, Pub
Catering Coordinator, about 60
per cent of the Pub's 60 to 70 employees are work-study students.
Kane said the only-difference in
management this year is that the
entertainment is now booked by
the P.ub Programming Committee. Kane handled. programming
last. vear.
Kane and Hilli;ird both said
other t, ends than entertainment
could be causing the bad
business.
Onore said, "There are some
general trends that have caused
business to go down, such as the
immense popularity of the MUSO

UNH football team's practice .Joe McGaughey, 32, of Windsor,
field.
Connecticut. McGaughey, a forTailgaters were also at the 11er Wildcat football player
Field House parking lot and the
1964-1968), put together a menu
Alumni House.
•hat included jumbo shrimp cockAlthough students were among
ail, Asti Spumante Cinzano wine,
: the tailgaters, the alumni lent
·op neck clams on the half shell,
• class to the affair.
garden spinach salad and petit
At one tailgating site, there was filet mignon with butter sauce.
a table setting for twelve. An
_"We got sick of sandwiches,"
.elaborate candelabrum sat on the said McGaughey.
table. candles, a table cloth, a sil"Three years ago at Dartver tea service and a cake con- . mouth we got razzed," said
taining
goalposts,
football McGaughey, "because we only
' players and the words UMass and ,' l1ad sandwiches and beer. The
UNH round out the scene.
people next to us had a table
The site was •officially called setting complete with a canthe Vigneau - Allen pre-game delabrum.
dinner, in honor of UNH football
"So we decided to see if we
;>layers Jeff Allen and Grady Vig- could do as well. It'll -go okay as
neau.

Jeffrey Onore
films and an overall decline in the
use of alcohol.
"The
Pub
Programming
Committee is working all the
time getting new acts and
reviewing J>ld ones. I think
they've gotten some great stuff.
This (the financial problem) is
something that is always on their
minds. They've taken a lot of flak
about it and I don't think it's their
fault."
All parties involved agreed that
the possibility of the Pub closing
down is not foreseen in the nearfuture.
Onore
said,
"It's
been
discussed, but never in an official
capacity."
Said LoPilato, "It's not that
severe yet."
"We have a number of alternatives to try before we take any
positive action," Sanborn said.

Nov.2.
Kolodny's case against the University administration and Board
of Trustees is still pending. It is
not yet scheduled for immediate
court hearing, according to a
federal courthouse clerk.
Bownes also dismissed two specific claims against English Professor Mark Smith and former
English Department Chairman
Robert Hapgood.
Kolodny charged Smith with
slander in allegedly accusing her
of "shoving" an English Department secretary around the office.
She accused Hapgood of falsely
promising to promote her when
her book, "The Lay of the Land,"
got accepted for publication.
In his dismissal order Bownes
said these two charges do not
come _under federal jurisdiction.
They must be considered separate from the federal equal employment rights law (Title VII of
the 1964_Civil Rights Act) and belong in state courts, he said. •
Kolodny would not comment on
her case.
One of Kolodny's lawyer's, Boston attorney Ann Lambert Green-

blatt, would not comment on
whether she would take Hapgood
and Smith to state court on
Kolodny's behalf. "I never talk
about cases that I handle," she
said, declining to comment further.
University System Lawyer
Joseph Millimet is representing
the University in the case. He
was unavailable for comment.
In a letter to UNH President
Eugene Mills Millimet said he
"did not anticipate" Kolodny's
lawyers going to state court.
Bownes was unavailable for
comment. According to his secretary he "does not discuss cases
that are pending before him."
According to Liberal Arts Dean
Allen Spitz, "What he (Bownes)
did was simplify the charges and
say certain parts of the complaint
were improperly brought, and
other parts would have to be
heard on their merits. He did not
have enough information." Spitz
is named in the administration
suit.
English Department Chairman Donald Murray said he
could not comment on the case.
He said legal policy forbids de- ·
fendants in a suit from commenting on the case against them.
English Professor Edmund
Miller, named as an individual
in the dismissed action,....said he
was under a "ban of silence" on
thecaseandcouldnotcomment.
Kolodny is accusing the University of "University-wide dis-

crimination" in failing to hire
women and Jews for top positions. She is suing for monetary .
damages and damages for harassment by the English Department during her court actions.
She refused to say how she has
been harassed.
Kolodny charges she applied
for the position of associate professor of English at UNH in January of 1974. A complaint brief
filed by her attorneys in federal
court in Concotd last July says
Hapgood did not promote her as
agreed. She was denied promotion, appealed the denial, and again denied the position.
Kolodny then took her complaint to the New Hampshire
Commission on Human Rights
(NHCHR) and the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC). According to
Greenblatt and Gertner's brief
the commissions found "probable
cause" for filing a discrimination sui.t on sexual and religious
grounds.
The University is contesting
both of these claims. According
to Spitz, Hapgood has no authority to make any agreement with
Kolodny. He added that the administration does not believe
Hapgood made any agreement.
Hapgood, on academic leave in
Japan, was unavailable for comLAWSUIT, page 15

Spirou says University SysteID
lives under· terror of ThoIDson
By Gary Langer
House Democratic Minority
Leader Chris Spirou {D-Manchester) said last week the University System "should be credited with living with five years of
terror under (Gov.) Meldrim
Thomson."
In an interview with The New
Hampshire, Spirou said Thomson is responsible for rising tuition,
declining
educational
quality, and low state funding to
the University: He also urged
students "to work hard, even
taki: time off from school, to work
in politics."
Thomson's "lack of understanding of the principles of
higher education," Spirou said,
has caused "tuition rates which
are unreasonable, with the end
result an exclusive institution for
Jnly those who can afford it or
borrow their way through.
"As far as Thomson is concerned," he said, "the less fortunate can end up in the shoe
facJories of Manchester."
Spirou charged Thomson with
providing state money to his
campaign supporters rather than
to state institutions.
"Thomson made sure the fir~t

bill the legislature passed in 1976
was incentive aid for the mating
of horses (the Sire Stakes program)," Spirou said. "Students
didn't contribute to Thomson's
campaign, but William Rosenberg, the head of Sire Stakes,
did. So Rosenberg gets money to
breed horses, and the students
get horse .manure, courtesy of
Meldriin Thomson.
"Students can organize, speak
out, work for political candidates
of their choice, and tell their
parents there is a direct relationship between Thomson and what
they pay for tuition," Spirou said.
"Students have got to get out
of chasing Budweiser. It's down
to survival. ·
"I think the University System
will be able to survive Meldrim
Thomson as other universities
have survived the likes of Lester
Maddox and George Wallace,'' he
said.
Spirou has been a state representative since 1971. He is a dapper, well groomed man with a
black moustache and a Greek
accent. Spirou speaks forcibly,
attacking the Governor with a
combination of wit, sarcasm, and
facts .

"(Manchester Union Leader
Publisher) William Loeb has produced, _created, and is directing
the political phenomenon ttiat is
called Meldrim Thomson the
second," said Spirou, 'but that
does not mean that by himself
Thomson is not an articulate,
poised, and competent politician' he is very shrewd and very capable.
"There are no flies on Meldrim
Thomson and if there are any,
they are paying rent,'' he said.
Spirou said the three-term Gov•ernor c_an be defeated by a Democratic chafienger · in nexCN<ivember's election. "It will take a.
person who can articulate the
problems of the state as effectively as Meldrim Thomson, who has
created them," he said.
. "The Democratic party is not
lacking," he said. Spirou said he ·
will not run for governor but will
·'stay in the legislature and work
in our effort to bring the Democratic party into a position to '
run the state of New Hampshire
by having a governor and a
majority in the legislature."
Spirou said Thomson "has
created and should be given full
creditfor:
_

Chris Spirou
--the increase in local tax rates,
which he called "un-American";
--neglect to the University
System;
--"the punishment of people
who are unfortunate enough to be
on state aid, including ·mothers
who have children and need aid
and have to survive on a 1969
level of sustenance'';
--"the Laconia State school that
has been made an institution of
despair and warehousing rather
than one of hope and rehabilitation"·
--"the unpredictable planning
or lack of planning the state is
~xperiencing, with effects on the
SPIROU,page9
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Bianco starts Christensen security system; residents complain
sen on fire, were suspended from
the University. Three face up to
seven years in prison and one,
King, could be punished for seven
or page a resident to come to the to fifteen years.
desk and allow them to enter.
Over $290 in vandalism to fire
Bianco also established man- extinguishers was caused in Sepdatory quiet hours from 7-11 p.m. tember alone and six false fire
Sunday through Thursday.
alarms have been triggered in
Bianco said last week, "The Christensen in the last three
elevator incident earlier in the weeks.
year, the arson case, the van"The arson case certainly was
dalism of fire extinguishers, and_ the culminating point," said
the failure of the House Council Bianco. "When a community gets
to establish rules" prompted him to the point where things like that
to take action.
happen, it's a real danger, and
Over $1,000 in damage was something has to be done.''
caused to an elevator in ChristenMany of the Christensen
sen on Sept. 5, when 17 people residents were unhappy with
were trapped in the elevator for Bianco's action.
35 minutes, overloading it and
"Something needed to be done,
causing the motor to burn out.
but his actions were too harsh,"
There were charges of vandalism said sophomore communications
and joy riding.
major Bill Riley. .
More recently, four UNH stu"He was being ori the childish
dents were charged with arson. side. It was as if he was saying,
Slepl1en King, Jolin Canllllo, u you ·re going to act like tn1s,
Stephen Bruce and Evan Krefsky then
na-na-na-na-na-na,
no
were arrested on Friday, Nov. 4.
drinking. I don't like the way he
The· students, who allegedly lit punishes 440 people for what a
the door of room 201 in Christenfew people did. I haven't done
CHRISTENSEN
continued from page 1

anything wrong and I'm being
punished."
"He (Bianco) went way overboard," said sophomore Jim
Berry. "If the problem is the fire
drills, etc., then the security may
work. But to put everything on
like that without warning is going
overboard."
Sophomore hotel administration major Skip Quinn said, "Alcohol is not the problem. Outsiders cause most of the problems. The security system will
help, but if we don't get something else back, this dorm will go
nuts. I think. we should be calm
for two weeks, but if we don't get
any of our rights back, we should
go nuts.''
Bianco and the Christensen
staff will meet every two weeks
to "keep updated on the progress
of the hall and to negotiate the
rules," Bianco said in the letter.
"I know the students are angry,
1 know they're upset, " said tlIanco last week. "I know they
have difficulty seeing their responsibility, but they have to take
responsibility for what goes on in

the dorm."
Some of the students' anger ·
surfaced last Tuesday night at
the Christensen dorm Government meeting, which an estimated 100 people attended. Eyewitnesses said there were
matches_and name-calling at the
meeting.
"There was a lot of steam let
off at the meeting from what I
gather," said Bianco.
Three hundred and fifty of the
440 residents in Christensen are
freshmen.
"That's not the problem," said,
Bianco. "Other halls have a
larger majority of freshmen than
Christensen. I think it's simply an
attitude about Christensen that
has gotten around."
According to Shawn LaFrance,
an Area III member of the Student Government's Dining and
Residence Advisory Committee
CDRAC), Bianco was within his
rights to make his ru1mgs.
"Bianco made an administrative decision," said LaFrance.
"It wasn't a policy change because it only applies to this

INFORMATION THAT COULD SAVE
YOUR LIFE

61 Washington Street
Portsmouth, N.H.
436-8034

The Aaron Conant Coffeehouse is open for dinner and
lunch. We'd like to emphasize lunch .
You can chose from a
v a r iety 0 £ home-made soups, sandwliiches, and desserts .
The cof f ee is always good and often there's mulled cider and
hot chocolate.
Recently we '_ve acquired two new dinner recipes that ·
deserve recognition. One is for veggie· billls in spaghtti sauce.
We admit it doesn't sound glamorous but it is delicious. Also
we have had the luck to find the original laSagne verde recipe
that was once served at a certain restaurant in Exeter. Feel
free to call us for the evenings specials at 436-8034.
Sun.
Mon .
Tues.
Wed.

Thurs.
Fri.

13- Alan McIntosh will play jazz piano. For those of
y ou that like strid~ piano he can play Twelfth
Street Rag.
14- Roger Adams sings and plays guitar. Perhaps you've
heard or seen him in the Liberty Stage production
of "Heliose".
15- Barbara London is a jazz musician. She plays flute
/
and guitar.
16- Poetry Reading: Marie Harris and Jayne Kenyon will
read. Marie has published a book titled "Raw Honey".
Jayne :ts co-editor of " Greenhouse", a poetry
magazine. Readings start at around 8:00.
17- Gifford and Booth . Elaine Gifford is a fine new
singer in the area. John Booth is familiar as
part o f the duo, Boo th and Whyte.
18- Michael Richie will probably play Prokofiev.
Serv.ing Nightly S:30 - 9:00

BERING VEST II

P rim e n o r thern goose dow n in sui a tion, lightweight nylon taffeta shell. Ki d n e y- w ar mer
b a c k . insulat e d coll ar. hand w arm er pockets
with flaps. rugged sn a p closure.

Guys from $30.

•

Gals from $29.50

MORIATY SKI HATS, HANDMADE
in Stowe, Vermont

dorm." LaFrance added that
DRAC is "behind Bianco."
Bianco's
original
alcohol
ruling, as stated in the letter, prohibited drinking in individual
rooms except by the students
assigned to those rooms.
Bianco, however, changed that
ruling on Wednesday of last
1 week.
·
Many Christensen residents
were upset at the original ruling,
saying the action violated the student rights and rules, as found in
the student handbook, Caboodle.
The rule states that drinking is
permitted in students' rooms, but
doesn't specifically say who can
or cannot drink in the rooms.
"I felt I had the prerogative to
prevent guests trom drinking in
the individuals' rooms as I interpreted the rules," said Bianco. "I
changed the ruling because there
was · enough of a show of good
faith to warrant easing up on
that. l !mow a good numl>er of the
residents are saying, 'Let's take
a look at the situation and see
what we can do to help.' The
security desk proposal was fine
and I think it will be a significant
improvement."
Christensen Dorm President
Laurie Farber said, "He (Bianco) liked our proposal for the
security system. He thought we
were moving in the right direction and were starting to take responsibility for what's going on in
the dorm. I think he's telling us
this thing is negotiable. We're
going to have to show him we're
responsible adults and we mean
what we're doing."
Farber said Bianco instructed
the dorm government to submit a
proposal for a security system.
Head Resident Kathy Sullivan
declined to comment on Bianco's
action.
"Christensen has become a target for those people who abuse
it," said Bianco. "It's like the
Stoke Hall situation last year.
Stoke became a target for both
students and non-students, but
since then it has taken good hold
of its elf." Stoke instituted a simila-r
security desk last fall.
"I'm very optimistic that the .
situation will rectify itself. I don't
enjoy spending time and effort on
these problems. There's too
much other work to do," said
Bianco.

PE'l'ER
'TANDY
for

Shetland Sweaters

STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT

70% Wool / 30% P-oly Blend

Regular

$16.00

Wanted Fall Shades

s11 99
e

use our Layaway for Christmas

''Experienced''
"Dedicated"
''Sincere"

i&'PA Nttt.>-:
~'J,.·. , -: _, \
- . _!

. Main Street - Durham

A Realistic Approach to Some Very Real Problems !
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Bixby quits

'

SBP race

'

BIXBY
continued from page 1
to the students to run, because
they had no alternative as to whom
they· could elect to represent
them in Student Government,"
Bixby said.
Bixby's final reason for withdrawing is that he is not sure he
will be at UNH ne:,i:t semester.
"I'm not 100 per cent sure I'll
be here. I did not realize this until
after I petitioned my candidacy,"
Bixby said.
Bixby did not explain why he
. may leave UNH.
Bixby said the short time in
which he was in the race was a
"definite learning experience."
"I learned a lot about how
Student Government operates,
mostly from talking with
(Student Body President) _,Jim.
O'Neill about what · direction
Student Government is headed
toward," Bixby said.
Bixby said he enjoyed talking to
students on a one to one level
during his short campaign.
Bixby said, "I'm more comfortable talking to . individuals
because I can say what I want,
whereas with an official position
such as student president, you
always have to be careful /:lbout
what you're saying."

I

You May be Able to Write
ButCanYou

,= !

PRINT?

M.U.S.O. Is currently in need of someone who will
take charge of their printing service. NO TECHNICAL
'- EXPERIENCE is necessary, and a possible salary may be
arranged. INTERESTED? Come down, check out our
equipment, and sign-up for the Job (Please Print).
'
M.U.S.O.
-

I-

a

a

a

Rm148
M.U.B.
II

,-ABOUT PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER
come to the

CAREER INFORMATION DAY
for students of
University of New Hampshire

Keene State College

New Hampshire College

St. Anselm's College

Franklin Pierce College

Mt. St. Mary College

Nathaniel Hawthorne College

Plymouth State College

CAR
new or used
call Portsmouth

436-1700
Ken Yergeau

*

your Pontiac
Cadillac Sales
Representative

:

j

~

TUESDAY, November 15
HUMANITIES LECTURE: "The Roman Way," Richard
Desrosiers, AMLL Richards Auditorium, Murkland Hall,
11 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
WOMEN'S SWIMMING: Dartmouth College, Swasey
Pool, 4 p.m.
CHILDREN'S THEATER: "King Size and His Servants in
Disguise," a musical written by Frank 0. Smith. Hennessy
Theater, 4 p.m. Continues through Friday, November 18.
f Matinee on Saturday, November 19, at 11 a.m. TICKETS
SOLD OUT FOR ALL PERFORMANCES.
' SANE PRESENTATION: "More Nuclear Power Stations,"
award-winning Danish documentary film which gives an in: side view of nuclear power stations and the nuclear indus- try. Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 6:30 and 8 p.m.
WOMEN~S CENTER PROGRAM:

"Wife Beattn~-ttuw

Common and Why?" presented by Murray Straus , sociology- profess'or and author of Violence in the American Family. Hamilton-Smith Hall, Room 216, at 7 p.m. Everyone
welcome.
UNH-HOCKEY: vs. Norwich University, Snively Arena, 7
p.m. General admission $2. Students with athletic tickets
$1. (Exhibition Game.)
· MUB PUB: Scooter and Red Wagon, 8 p.m.

New England College

Rivier Collt91

Notre Dame College

Colby-Sawyer College

WEDNESDAY, November 16

Daniel Webster College

TALK DIRECTLY TO REPRESENTATIVES FROM BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY,
FEDERAL AGENCIES, NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS, GRADUATE SCHOOLS
AND OTHERS ABOUT:

Need a

_
,-

UPI(~.,

it's time to

}

f

'
.,
ft-11

d
campus c_a en ar

~

• CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
• SKILLS NEEDED FOR ENTRY LEVEL POSITIONS
• EMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS

·MUSO PRESENTATION: "Ghost," musical mime show.
Granite -State Room, Memorial Union, 8 p.m.
SIGMA XI LECTURE: "Genetic Analyses of Behavior." Lecture will cover a series of experiments that show how behaviors influence selection and how selection in turn can modify the expression of behaviors. Room L-103, Parsons Hall,
Bp.m.

WEDNESDAY
10:00 a. m. TO 3:00 p. m.

MUB PUB: Casey Holt, disco, and "Big Mama Bump Con- ·
test," 8 p.m.

NOVEMBER 16, 1977

THURSDAY, November 17

NEW HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE GYMNASIUM

CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT SEMINAR: "Probing Metal
and Anion Binding Properties of Human Transferrin," Dr.
N. Dennis Chasteen, Chemistry department. Room L-103,
Parsons Hall, 11 a.m .-12 noon.
PANEL DISCUSSION: An exchange of viewpoints on
"Mastery Learning," "Grade Inflation," and "A is For Excellence. " Forum Room, Library; 3 p .m . Sponsored by the
Teaching Learning Council and the Office of Academic
Computing.
FALL SEMINAR SERIES ON ENERGY: "Energy Educational Programs with Special Reference to Community Energy
Issues." Professor Marian Feeney, University of Rhode Island. James Hall, second floor, 3:30 p .m .
· EARTH SCIENCES COLLOQUIUM: "Implications of the
Major Element Variations in Marine Sediments Over the
Last 40,000 Years," Dr. Edward Boyle, department of Earth
and Planetary Sciences, MIT. Room 303, James Hall,
4-5 p.m.
FRESHMAN COLLOQUIUM: "The Place of Science in a
Liberal Education," Robert Houston, Professor of Physics.
Huddleston Dining Hall, 7-9:30 p.m.
GRANDE ILLUSIONS: Animation Night: Walt Disney and
Warner Brothers productions. Strafford Room, Memorial
Union. Continuous from 7 p.m . Admission 75 cents or
- MUSO film pass.
FACULTY WOODWIND QUINTET RECITAL: Johnson
Theater, 8 p.m.
MUB PUB: Hugh McQueen, folk , 8 p.m.

2500 NORTH RIVER ROAD
MANCHESTER , NEW HAMPSHIRE

FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION ABOUT
SPECIFIC REPRESENTATIVES
AND TRANSPORTATION,
SEE YOUR CAMPUS PLACEMENT OFFICE
5pomor1d by thtl COLLEGE COUNCIL PLACEMENT OF FICE - NEW HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE & UNIV ERSITY COUNCIL

Free 12-14 lh. SWIFT'S BUllER BAIL TIJRKEY
GIVEN AWAY DAILY NOV. 14-23

COME IN & RE-G ISTER TODAY!
ALSO
BIG BEVERAGE SALE IN PROGRESS

•*· * • * * * * * * **•
* * * * * * * * ... * ••

• PETTEE BROOK MARKET •
''fancy meats and fine provisions''
OPEN 7DAYSA WEEK 7am-llpm
pettee brook lane
durham 868-2121

FRIDAY,' November 18
SENIOR LECTURE/ RECITAL: Elizabeth Robinson, music
department. Bratton Room, Paul Creative Arts Center,
Bp.m .

-

FACULTY LECTURE: "Energy Choice -and the American
Political System." New England Center, 8 p.m. Advance
registration at DCE required for admission. Sponsored by
Speakers Bureau/ DCE.
·
MUB PUB: White Light, Rock & Roll, 8 p.m.

fHE NEW HAMPSHIRE is published and distributed semiweekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in the Memorial Union Building, Durham, N .H. 03824.
Business office Rm. 108. Business hours Tuesday, Thursday.
1-3 p.m. and Wednesday, Friday 9-2 p.m. Yearly subscription
$9.00. Second class postage paid at Durham, N.H. Total number of copies printed 10,500 at Castle Publications, Plaistow.
N.H .
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notices

GENERAL .

University saves $900,000
by conserving energy

ACADEMIC

N.H. STUDENT VOLUNTEERS IN PROBATION:
Monthly meeting. Wednesday, November 16, Grafton
·
Room. Memorial Union, 7:15p.m.
SCIENTETHICS MAGAZINE: A publication dealing
with ethical questions as to who should decide if, when,
and how scientific advancement and technology should
proceed. Now accepting student and faculty articles,
photographs. and line drawings 9n the following topics:
Water resources, energy production, biomedical research, food and forest production, and transportation.
Essays should be approximately five pages long and
thev should be double-spaced and footnoted. Please submit vour work to Student Press, Room 153, Memorial
Unio·n, or call Philip Morin at 862-2133. Deadline is December 1, 1977.
PETITIONS TO TERMINATE ROOM AND BOARD
CONTRACTS: Students who wish to move off campus or
into a fraternity or sorority must petition to do so
through the Office of Residential Life in Stoke Hall before December 6, 1977.
PORTUGAL-SPAIN TnIP: Fourteen days: December
29 through January 12. Round trip air Logan-LisbonMadrid-½ogan. Hotel and breakfast daily,. rail _trip to
North Portugal, rail to Madrid. Cost: Aprrox1mately
$500. J:<'or further mformatlon, contact Lois Grossman,
Sr anish department, 862-1218 or 862-1996.
A .,F.ARCH FOR MEANING: The first of a three-week
series with Bob Gallo. Bring mugs for -coffee or tea. Wednesaay, Novemuer 10, .sack.ell Hou~e (Per~oual Uevelo!Jment mini dorm), upstairs lounge, 7: 30 p.m .
VOLUNTARY ACTION CENTER : Interested students
needed to work as probation volunteers. Contact Dean of
Students Office at 2-2050.
ECOLOGY FOR KIDS: A morning or afternoon of special activities for children of all ages. Let your senses
lead you through the world of hermit crabs, periwinkles,
seagulls, and seaweed. Explore the Odiorne Point and
the Interpretive Center with our naturalists. Saturday,
November 19, from 10-12 noon, and Sunday, November
20, from 1-3 p.m. at the Odiorne State Park in Rye.
COED LIVING WORKSHOP: Discussion of communication problems, sex roles , and expectations involved in
male/female relationships. Wednesday, November 16,
Congreve, North Lounge, 8 p.m.
CAMPUS "SUPERSTAR" TOURNAMENT: The UNH
Recreation Department will sponsor the 1977 College
"Superstars" Tournament on December 4. The winning
UNH team will be awarded complete athletic outfits and
a chance to compete in the state, regional and national
competitions next semester. Any student who has NOT
participated in a college level sport or won a college athletic scholarship is eligible. Events are volleyball, 880
relay race, 6-pack pitch-in, obstacle course, frisbee
throw and tug-of-war. Team rosters due no later thanMonday, November 28 in Room 151 of the Field House.
Cail 862-2031 or 2032 for more information.

MILITARY OPPORTUNITIES FOR STUDENTS IN
HEALTH-RELATED FIELDS, Major Christian will
speak on the benefits, job opportunities, scholarships,
and financial aid available to students who are interested in the following fields: Occupational therapy, medical technology, nursing, communication disorders, etc.
Wednesday, November 16, Senate Room, Memorial
Union, 12 noon.

ENERGY
continued from page 2
Hall are all on one control, he
._
said.
In that case, said Miller, '"We
have to heat high enough to
satisfy the coldest space. That
means that any building that is
better insulated, has smaller
windows, or is closer to the
heating plant, is going to, be
warmer than we'd like to have

CAREER
PEACE CORPS/VISTA RECRUITMENT: Interviews
available for seniors with completed applications.
Please sign up at the Placement Office in Huddleston
Hall for appointment and application. General informa
lion will be given out at lobby table I in the Memorial
Union Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, November
15, 16, and 17, from 9 a .m.-4 p.m.
CAREER EXPLORATION WORKSHOP: Module F:
Special information for women. Tuesday, November 15,
Senate Room, Memorial Union, 3:30-5 p.m.
CAREER EXPLORATION WORKSHOP: Module D:
Locating Occupational Information. Thursday, November 17, Hillsborough Room, Memorial Union, 12:302 p.m.
RESUME WRITING WORKSHOP: Learn job-getting
techniques. Wednesday, November 16, HillsboroughSullivan Room, Memorial Union, 6:30 p.m.

"and have ordered the parts to
put timers on lighting in the
stacks."
Miller said that PPO&M has
reduced the exchange ventilation
in the Field House by one-half.
"The system was overdesigned,"
he said.
Exchange ventilation is the
amount of heated air in the
building exchanged for outside
air in a given period of time.

it."
For example, the third floor of
Thompson Hall is on the end of
the heating circuit and is often
too cold according to those who
work there, he said.
Michael O'Neill, a student who
has classes in James Hall (on the
other end of the same circuit),
said the building is frequently so
hot they have to open the win-

Miller said PPO&M has
reduced lighting levels in 70 per
cent of lne building~ on campus.
He said, "We have put in 'nightset-back thermostats' in all the
smaller buildings on campus ana
in the farm buildings.'' These
thermostats automatically lower
the buildings' temoerature at
night.
When asked about the shortening of semester break, Miller
said, "The amount of energy
saved by closing down in January
was not proportional to the impact on all other University
operations."
The January break was
originally lengthened to save
energy during the coldest month,
he said.
Miller said the length of
January break is a Universitywide decision. "The amount
saved in energy was not comparable to the overtime costs in
other departments," he said.
According to Miller, when
classes are not in session
academic buildings must still be
heated for the offices. "The only
place we really save money when
the students are not here is in the
dorms,'' he said.
According to Boothby, it is hard
to give any comparative figures
on UNH fuel consumption for this
year yet. "It is still too early in
the heating season," he said.

dow" .

"We try to shoot for 68 degrees
during the working day," Miller
said. However, he said, in most
cases it rulfS between 70 and 72
degrees. Miller called the system
"outmoded and antiqu_ated."
The University fund request is
part of a capital budget package
covering all building programs in
the state, said Miller.
According to Miller the reQuest
was vetoed by Gov. Meldrim
Thomson this fall. "It will be
brought up again in January if
they have a special session," he
said.
Boothby said he is "ver_v
pessimistic" about the bill's
passage.
According to Miller many
smaller methods of conservation
are now being implemented by
the University.
Among them are several of the
conservation measures proposed
in a study done by 12 UNH women
engineering students last summer, Miller said.
"We have reduced the lighting
levels in the !ibra_ry," he said,

CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
TESSERACT SCIENCE FICTION SOCIETY: Meeting,
Tuesday, November 15, Grafton Room, Memorial
Union, 8:30 p.m. Please call Walter at 742-4448 for more
information.
NEW HAMPSHIRE OUTING CLUB: Business meeting,
Tuesday, November 15, Hillsborough-Sullivan Room,
Memorial Union, 7 p.m. Blue Circle members please
attend.
STUDENT VIDEO TAPE ORGANIZATION: Meeting,
Wednesday, November 16, Room HOA, Memorial
Union, 7 p.m. Students interested in any aspect of production, taping, and working with television equipment
are encouraged to attend. New members needed. Will
train. All key list and workshop people must attend.
ANIMAL INDUSTRY CLUB: Meeting, Wednesday, November 16, Room 202, Kendall Hall, 8 p.m. Guest speakers Ralph Odell and Tom Fairchild will discuss judging
teams and how to become a member of the team. Little
royal plans will also be discussed.

CLUB SPORTS
FENCING CLUB: Meets Tuesday, November 15, New
Hampshire Hall Salle, 8-10 p.m. Instruction every
Tuesday.

Because of an increase in the volume of notices, The New Hampshire will print each item only"
once on the date closest to the event. Please submit notice/calendar information to the Administration office, Room 322, Memoria' Union by 4 p.m. Tuesday for Friday's paper and 4 p.m.
Thursday for the following Tuesday's paper. Inquiries about errors or omissions should be directed to The New Hampshire st::iff.
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choose two seafoods
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Seafood Combination
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Thick Sliced Prime Rib. . • .
.....
4 .g5
Specialties are served with a tossed salad . choice of french fries or
baked potato, roll & butter.
I
All other dinner, are served with french fries, cole slaw, roll &
butter unless otherwise noted.

SANDWICHES
Hot Dog.
Mambuf'gef'
Cheeseburger
Grilled Cheese
Clam Roll.

. . . .55
.... 6o
. .70
. . . . . . . . . . sc,
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HOURS: Tues. thru Sun. 11 a.m.-9 p~m.
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UNH's only practicing Eckist is on the path to his true self
ECKANKAR
_continued from page 2

to get back in my body. I was
really shaken up. After that I left
hypnosis alone," he says.
Scherr says beginning from
age 16 he had psychic experiences while dreaming.
"In my dreams I predicted
things that were going to happen " he says. "One time I
dre~med Walter Cronkite repored that a presidential candidate
had been shot. Two weeks later

Robert Kennedy was shot.''
Scherr says when he was a student at Philadelphia's Community College he could do
"cruel things to people.'.'
"I wanted something bad to
happen to an old girlfriend," he
says."- While she was driving her
Thunderbird once she was driven
off the road and almost hit a tree.
Nothing happened but she was
really frightened. After that, I
stopped wishing bad events on
people."
Scherr became active in the
local Eckankar organization two

years ago when he and his wife
moved to New Hampshire. He
was appointed UNH Campus
Coordinator of Eckankar by the
state Eckankar organization
when he became a student last
spring.
He says he has not been very
active in promoting Eckankar so
far this semester but is planning
. several lectures and a showing of
the film, "Eckankar, A Way of
Life."
According . to Scherr, ·lectures
and talks ,were held last semester
which five student regularly at-

,--FEATS Records, E;:.----7
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tended.
To become a member of
Scherr says, "Eckankar is Eckankar one must pay $35 a
totally individual. It presents it- year, according to Scherr.
self, says it's out there and you
"Any other paths, such as
take from it what you want. If it i churches or scientology ask for
doesn't fit you,_you don't take }t. · money. Unfortunately, it costs
''NoEckist is out to proselytize money to disseminate inforbut to present the information," mation." he says.
When asked to demonstrate the
he says. "There is no great urge
to convert anybody. That is why spiritual exercise practiced by
activity is not very strong."
Eckists, Scherr refused.
According to Scherr, Eckankar . ···~ckanlfar is· ,iff fnd1v1dua1
recommends not to share your path and not something you can
experiences.
do in front of other people," he
"Your reality is your own," he says. "It's for your own inner
says.
growth."

L~~~~~:. . a,4...a,4~~~~.~~~•41119Cj

CARHY HOME PIPING HOT
CHJNESE FOODS
Please Call:

742-0040
9816
HOURS OPEN

Sunday4:30p.m. to8:30p.m.

RICHARD

MORR.ISSETTE
Vote
Wednesday
and
Thursday
Nov.16,17

for
Student

Body
President

Let Experience Work For You.
• 1 of 1Ostudent
academic senators

•

Representative
N.H. House

• Triple-term
Caucus senator
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Tailgaters gather at UNH-UMass game to eat, drink, and be merry
TAILGATERS
continued from page 3

long as the steaks don't burn."
"A first class team (UNH) deserves a first class meal," said
Bob Farrell, 34, also of Windsor.
A member of McGaughey's
troupe, he tossed the spinach
salad as he spoke.
Eating and drinking is a major
activity for the tailgaters, but not
all of them tailgate solely to get
stiff and stuff themselves. When
asked why they liked to tailgate,
people had other reasons.
~
"You always run into someone
you know," said Chip Morgan, 32,
of Oakridge, New Jersey, who
graduated from UNH in 1969.
"I'm here on a nostalgia trip,"
said Barbara Stone, 44, of Amherst, who graduated from UNH
in 1954.
"That 23 year old blonde in the
third row," said Don Brewer, 47,

Amherst, pointing towards the
stands and an imaginary girl.
"It's something that brings
comraderie to the football
game," said Bob Kelley, 28, Newfields. "It's a good time to renew
friendships and to see a good football game."
_
"It's the comraderie and the
booze," said Paul Whitney, 47,
Hampton. "It shouldn't be exclusive to the Ivy League.
"Also there's a lot of book
made," said Whitney grinning.
But even though people say
they just like seeing old friends,
a lot of drinking goes on. This is
evidenced by the long, winding,
noisy lines at the outdoor toilets.
' Partying is a lure to the tailgater.
"You can't enjoy the game unless you have a few sociables.•·
said John Boghos, 20, a UNH
sophomore, holding a beer in his
hand. Boghos was with a throng

standing around a keg.
"I rode down from Manchester
on a bicycle," said Jon Weighor,
25, of Manchester. "I love to
party."
"The game is secondary," said
Steve LeSchene, 26, of Middleboro, Massachusetts. "We get to
meet friends, we all like to drink,
which is a major activity and we
all get to see people we haven't
seen."
A group from Pi Kappa ,Alpha
fraternity typified the party
atmosphere.
PKA had a fire truck filled to
the brim with kegs, pretzels and
drunk students. "I liked to get
mebriated," said an anonymous
s1J1nent.
Among the partyers and the
elite tailgaters, there were the
tailgater purists.
"This is the typical tailgating
spread," said Ted Little, 37, of
Acton Massachusetts, pointing to

the back of his stationwagon.
On a blanket in the back of the
car was fried chicken, cheese and
crackers, olives, peanuts, deviled
eggs, pickles and a picnic basket
with bread in it.
A group of people from Marblehead, Massachusetts have been
tailgating at the UNH-UMass
~ame for eight years.
"It's the only time we do it all
year," said Carol Tompkins, 36,
as she straightened out an ori-

ental rug on the ground, "so we
make a big, silly deal out of it."
Bill Goodwin, 44, a member of
the group, played for the UMass
football team from 1955-1959. He
was captain of the team in 1958.
Tall and broad, Goodwin was
dressed in a sports jacket, and
smoked a cigar. He smiled and
looked like he was thinking about
his days as a football player. He
gazed at the Cowell Stadium football field and said, "We just came
up here to have a g~d time."

,Happy "Thanksgiving!
see you' at Durham
Red Cross December
Blood Drive!

WHITEHOUSE OPTICIANS, INC.
~

minds·
matter
MITRE is an org,~rnization that faces the challenge of minds over
matter each day.
We know that our unique resource is the human mind. And that
the minds we seek are those that need to know they will be working with
other professionals on challenging and significant problems.
As a nonprofit corporation operating in the public interest, our
systems engineering projects provide answers to problems assigned to
us by a score of national, state and local governmental agencies.
At MITRE we will demand a lot from you. And we expect you to
demand a lot from us. Because at MITRE , minds matter.
· Entry-level career assignments now exist for graduates to work
on project areas that include Command and Control Systems, Information Processing Systems, Electronic Surveillance and Communications
Systems.
We want to talk to Electrical Engineering, Computer Science,
and Mathematics majors.
We want to tell you about the work we're doing. Work that you
could be doing too. In Digital Information Systems• Data Handling
and Reduction• Microprogramming Techniques• Microprocessor
Applications• Software Development• System Analyses• Tactical
Control Systems Engineering and Artificial Intelligence Software
Design and Applications.
And that's not all . We want you to know about the work we're
doing in Telecommunications• Voice Communications• Microwave
and Digital Signal Processing • Radar Design • Digital Data Communications• Satellite Systems and Terminals• Circuit Message and
Packet Switching Techniques.
We invite your further interest in MITRE, a place where
minds matter.
Please make arrangements with your Placement Office to view
our 12 minute color video tape presentation .

MITRE will be at the
University of New Hampshire
on
December 5, 1977
Sign up at your Placement Office for an on-campus interview
with a member of our technical staff. If this isn't convenient, mail your
resume to:
The MITRE Corporation
College Relations
8878 Middlesex Turnpike
Bedford, MA 01730

THE================

MITRE
CORPORATION
An equal opportunity employer M/ F
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Tues.Seacoast Jazz Players
Wed.-Thurs. Burton & Tapper
Fri.-Sat. The Lilly Bros.
Corning Nov. 22-23

LUNCH AT THE DUMP

the book loft
upstairs in town & campus
J.R.R. TOLKEIN'S

the silmarillion
IS BACK-IN-STOCK
REG PRICE $10. 95
OUR PRICE $8.75

Rember.. we discount our hard cover
books (both ·adult & juvenile) 20 °/ 0
This discount does not apply to texts,
some special orders, and books already so le priced.
64 main st. durham 868-9661
Mon-Sat 9-6 Sunday 11-5
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Spirou condemns Gov. Thomson
SPIROU
continued from page 3

environment and social services
that we'll feel a few years down
the road" ; and
--a "polarfaation of feeling between New Hampshirites."
Spirou said these problems can
be solved by "a Democratic candidate who can articulate them
as well as he who has created
them."
"We need a new governor," he
said, "even if only to keep our_
flag D)'.ing_at full mast.''
Spirou said these problems can
be solved without the institution
of a state sales or income tax.
"is
a complete
revamping
the
"What
has to happen,"
he ofsaid,
way we fund social services.
"Before we consider any type

nomic strata, how the hell can it be · highways ~bile education and the
University have to compete with
representative?," he said.
''Meldrim Thomson insists that the horses."
Spriou said the state Democratthere be a constitutional amendment to set aside funds for high- ic party can solve the state's
ways. Have you ever heard him problem's. "These problems are
, say anything to guarantee that high on the Democratic agenda,"
the University has funds? The an- he said. "And instead of horse
swer is no.
manure the University will get
the money it needs, instead of
"The reason is that the gravel the highways, and the money will
lobbyists and tar interests have go to the less fortunate.
contributed to Tho·mson's campaign, so he'll protect their inter"I think the Democratic Party
est.
is coming to the point where we
"The result," said Spirou, "is can govern with concern, coma constitutional provision for petence, and commitment."

r
. ·-00COOOO.~C-.r00pe-e0.a0ic-k.,.101.~0la_1Ql:0000t
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are eliminated. Look at ti1e prop: . §s
FRENCH TOAST
erty tax - if you don't pay, R
they take away youi: property. ~
Syrup & Butter
That's Un-American. "
Coffee or Tea
Spirou is a Manchester travel
agency president and an urban
85¢
planning consultant. He emigrated to the US from his native
Wed. Nov. 16th thru
Greece in 1956, and has lived in
New Hampshire since.
Tues. Nov. 22nd
Spirou -said Thomson "has
made the people of New Hamp,·1 -J .
6 a.m. ·t·111
, ·30
. a.m.
shire happy to live in misery."
1
. ·• , ~
DON'T
FORGET
OUR
"He (Thomson) has been able
' ('•✓
LATE_NIGH'~HRS!
to utilize the despair brought on
'/
~",;-~~hurs.-Fn.-Sat. til2:00a.m.
by eight years of Nixon and
Agnew to win public office. How
can anybody be unpopular when
they say 'I won't take any money
'from you'?"
"The University should be a
bastion of freedom of expression.
481Jlain Street Durham
If it's limited to the higher eco- 'lclOC;c<,o=o0000C1CGGCCICC~=,,-J""..r~~
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Great Moments
in the historyof hair
ONE MILLION B.C . .. . Blech, a
Stone Age plumber, discovers a
clump of matted fibers clogging a
drain on a routine aqueduct repair job. He calls the substance
hair.
"But we always thought 'chis
stuff was feathers", insists Kr.eg,
his helper.
"Dummy", counters Blech. "If
this was feathers, we'd be able to
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Newington Mall
Portsmouth
Mall of N.H.
Manchester
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"Ready made copy Same day service"

Complete personal resume service
only 7 cents per copy
Avoid waiting, save
time & money with us

LONDON

SPRING BREAK
March4-10

$249 Round Trip
From Boston

BERMUDA . ........ $219*
AirFare, Hotel
&More
FLORIDA . .......... $259* .
JANUARY BREAK :
<Ft. Lauderdale)
AirFare, Hotel
SUNNY CHARTERS
&MORE
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of new tdxt::s," he :,ail.I, ' 'we would

have to be sure these confiscatory _tax schemes we have now

Gmpus
of Durha m
opy

fly like those pteradactyls".
With the discovery of hair, plucking salons disappear. Philosophers have something to split in
their search for Truth.
Now you can stop searching for
the truth about your hair. Get a
haircut you can fly wiTh. No
appointmen'ts required . For gals
and guys.

I
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Jamaica (Jan 10-16). ........ $235
Bahamas (Jan 4-8) .......... $199
Includes AirFare, Hotel &More

*

1Rates per person triple
and Quad. occupancy. Add
15 percent tax & service
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35MainSt.
Across from Post Office

Tel. 868-5970
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editorial
This vote means the most
Student voters have a difficult decision to make
this week in the student body president election.
The New Hampshire hopes students are not taking this responsibility too lightly.
This year there is no clear cut, bona fide candidate who can naturally assume the president's position. The candidates are a lot alike and they all
have made little news in the way of issues and
stands on issues.
This year's race will probably be a close one,
with a run-off election likely. Students have had

their chances to view the candidates and get a
good feel for their attitudes. But few students have
grabbed at the chance.
A debate with the candidates , planned for last
Sunday night in Williamson Hall was called off
when nobody showed up to view it. The forum
sponsored by MUSO, WUNH, SVTO and Student
Government last night in the MUB was attended
by 20 people, ·many of whom were campaign associateMor a particular candidate.
Another debate is planned later this week in De-

vine Hall. It will be the last chance for the students
to see the candidates. The students should be sure
they know what the situation is when they approach the polling booths later this week. And
that is only if the polling places are available. So
far, Student Government cannot find enough people to man the polling booths throughout the day.
To sum it all up, students have an important decision to make. It's one which must be decided by
the individual.
This is the year the vote means the most.

letters----Election
'J'~ the Editor:
As we all know, the election for
student body president is this week.
It is important that we have a capable
person representing .us. I want you aU
to know whv I believe Peter Tandv 1s
the best.
Peter recognizes that his most important job as president is to establish
a more stable and more positive relationship with University administrators. This comes by acting in a responsible and professional manner. Peter
has shown commitment and responsibility in his present position as a student senator. This means taking the
time to learn all the facts before taking
action. And he has done this. When
Peter takes action, he realizes it must
be without alienating the very people
with whom he must deal.
Through precious Student Government involvement, Peter has already
established positive relationships with
many people (students and administrators alike) with whom he'll have
contact as president. This is important
because. as he addresses issues such
as tuition, parking, and build-ups in
residence halls, he will be listenect tCl
because of the respect he has. Without
this, a president can gain nothing for
the student.
At a time when students have less
power than previo':!sly in University
decision-making, it is essential that
our student body president be capable
of portraying himself and his constituents as deserving of input into University decisions. In my opinion, Peter
Tandy can do this by far the best.
Please support him with your vote
so that he can do the job that needs
to be done.
Kathleen Walsh
Hitchcock 126

To the Editor:
We support Richard Morris_sette's
candidacy for student body president.
Next year will be crucial for the

successru1 commuauon ot Stuctent
Government. The next president we
elect must have the proper experience and the expertise to do a professional job.
Dick has that experience and expertise.
He has served students for over two
years. His involvement ranges from
governing boards in residential life
to a representative for three terms
in Student Caucus to a representative
in the New Hampshire House.
We urge the student body to get
out and vote on Nov. 16 and 17. Vote
for Richard Morrissette.
Let experience work for you.
Douglas W. Cox
Chairperson Pro Tern
Student Caucus
Timothy Daigneault
Past IFC President
Glen J. Feener
Area II Senator
Randy Walker
Commuter Student
Janet Prince
Chairman, MUB
Board of Directors
James Kaklamanos
Student; Representative N.H. House
Thomas J. Pappas
Student; Rep.
N.H. House
Leo Lessard
Student; Rep.
N.H. House

To the Editor:
I would like to share several
thoughts and opinions regarding the
student body presidential e\ection.
Rather than go into a long dissertation
about why students should take the
time ·to vote I will just say this, If you
don't vote don't bitch. It's that simple.
For those of you who don't know
anything about the candidates, the job
or whatever, take five minutes and
read the paper, ask a friend, do
somethi. •g.

.the
new
hampshire
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To the Editor:
I would like to take this opportunity
to remind all undergraduates that the
student body president elections will
be held this Wednesday, Nov. 16 and
Thursday, Nov. 17. Also at this time
senator elections are being held for
those people who wish to fill present
vacancies within the student senate.
Voting sta lions will be set up in the
following places;
WHEN
WHERE
11-1 and 4-6
Philbrook
11-1 and 4-6
Huddleston
11-1 and 4-6
Stillings
9-4
Mub
9-4
Library
9-4
McConnell
9-4
Kingsbury
9-4
Pettee
Spaulding
Life Science
9-4
I hope that all students will make an
effort to get out and vote. I also would
like to wish my opponents; David
Liver11Jore. Richard Morissette, and
Steve Wolhandler the best of luck.
Peter Tandy

To the Editor:
.
This week the election for student
body president will take place: If vou

Michael Minigan
Ginny Maytum ·
Chris Dobbrow
Gary Langer
Mark Pridham
Paul Keegan
Dana Jennings
Steven Morrison
Artlllman

Rick Tomkins
BillTsoupas
Barbara Walsh
Photographers

su rar, u1e canruaates nave staged a
good poster battle, but that's about all.
Sunday night there was a planned
debate in Area II, and no one but the
candidates showed up. I have always
been violently opposed· to many
editorials that have appeared on these
pages blasting students for their
apathy. I have always mainl<1ined,
and still, to this day, that students do
care and they are not apathetic. I hope
the voter turnout proves me to be
right.
Jim O'Neill
Student Body President
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what extravagent rights. In response
want a president who w(ll w~rk "for
to this we point to Executive Order
student rights and who will strive for
number 11246, The Equal Pay Act,
better communication between you
Title VII, Title IX, Title VII and VIII
and your Student Government then I
of the Public Health Services Act as
n~d your vote.
well as the New Hampshire Equal
~e have many rights as students.
Rights Amendment as evidence that
Most of our power comes in the form
women's rights are legal rights not
of advisory committees or as students
on various university committees. : frivolous demands by a mouthy few.
It is interesting to note that although
These students are a prime influence
Millimet said he could not discuss the
on what is done on this campus. They
"merits of the case" he went on to
spend much of their valuable time to
say that one woman "sued everybody
represent us with little or no recogin sight." Indeed this is a powerfully
nition in manv vital areas of university operations. As student body pres- negative statement from one unable
ident I will help and support these to discuss the "merits" of a particular
case. Just as a clarifying note, it is
people in the difficult decisions they
our understanding that the Jaw prohave to make to represent us.
vides that in sueing an institution of
I hope you will take the time to
higher education that all those inlearn what I, as well as the other
volved in the decisionmaking process
candidates, stand for. With a limited
regarding promotion and tenure be
amount of time to campaign, I have
named.
attempted to meet, talk, and listen to
Finally, we desparately need more
as many students as possible. I realize
women faculty and administrators as
there is no way I could have talked
role models; more women in graduate
to each and every one of you.
One thing I have learned talking programs at the Masters and PhD
with students is the great interest levels, and more women undergradstudents have for what student govern- uate students in non-traditional fields.
ment is doing. Students do want to This cannot be accomplished as Jong
know who represents them and also as a dual message exists at the university - we support Affirmative Acwhat these oeoole are doin_g for them.
There are many ways to solve this tion goals yet these very cases are
problem and the answer to the best evidence of acute problems. Women
way will be made by you and me to- perceive the institution as a place
gether.
where they cannot receive fair treatment. Isn't there a double message in
If you have any questions at all
this? Let's try harder and work in a
about where I stand on the issues,
please call me at 2-1584. And please more cooperative vain. Let's see some
vote on Nov. 16and 17.
real good faith efforts. One, significant
David Livermore good faith effort which comes to mind
is the immediate settlement of the outstanding discrimination cases with
grace and dignity so that the University can retain the services of excellent faculty, like Annette Kolodny, and
thus be in a position to attract other
fo the Editor:
We would like to respond to the outstanding women to the faculty at
article written by Kate McClare in the this university.
Tuesday, Nov. 1 issue of The New
The UNH President's Commission
Hampshire entitled "University Syson the Status of Women
tem is sued for civil rights violations."
We found several statements in the
artiele made by Attorney Joseph Millimet which are of deep concern to us.
In discussing the recent deluge of
civil rights cases, Mr. Millimet stated
that such cases cost the University "a
considerable amount of money." We To the Editor:
would point out that such cases cost
Thank you for publishing my lengthy
the women involved a considerable letter on nonsmokers' rights in the
amount of money. In addition, the per- Nov. 8 issue. Unfortunately, the paper
sonal and emotional costs are made two typographical errors which
staggering.
seriously detract from the quality of
If the institution had made greater the communication.
efforts to resolve the issues before any
First, the point was left out that
of these cases reached the point of smoke from the burning end of a 'Cigarlitigation, the costs would undoubtedly ette contains four times as much
have been Jess. From our position, we nitrous oxide and five times as much
cannot help but be astounded by the carbon monoxide as the smoke drawn
accompanying morale problems that
through a cigarette by the smoker.
campus women now share. As the This is critically important because
article notes, the Broderick, Palmer carbon monoxide, in particular, is one
and Brokelman cases have all been of the most dangerous constituents.
settled in favor of the plaintiffs.
For example, recent research by Dr.
There is an interesting paradox
G. H. Miller of Edinboro University
in Mr. Millimet's statement that the has affirmed that filter cigarettes are
amounts parties sue for are small. He even more dangerous to smokers than
went on to say, "individual rights are a non-filters because of the greater proluxury only a rich society can afford." portion of carbon monoxide through
While we wonder if the plaintiffs the filtering. The findings are being
should have sued for more, we are hotly contested by the tobacco indusprofoundly stirred by the fact that try because they have largely tooled
obviously the rich society already up to prod.uce filter cigarettes, sell
exists for men, but women will have to far more of them than non-filters, and
wait to get a slice of that American roundly tout them as a "health" adPie. In addition we are disturbed that vantage.
a man of Jaw points to women's rights
The second typo was the the word
as a matter of individual and some"smokers" was wrongly substituted

Civil rights

Nonsmokers

About letters
The New Hampshire accepts all responsible letters to the editor
and prints them as space allows, but cannot guarantee the inclusion
of any Jetter.
All letters must be typed, double spaced and_ a maxii_num o~ . 500
words in order to be printed. All letters are subJect to mmor ed1tmg.
Final decisions on letters are the editor's.
Mail letters to: The Editor, The New Hllmpshire, Room 151,
Memorial Union Building. TJNH. Durham, NH 0:l824
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Steven Morrison--------------------..

Senior-itis strikes again
High school senior-itis was a fun disease. A
carefree, playful existence punctuated by bothersome things like homeroom and tests.
But college senior-itis is an entirely different
strain. Now it's been 17 years of schooling. Too
much has been absorbed, not enough channelled
out. An excellent term for the condition is burnedout, for that's what it is. Too much of one thing.
Seventeen years old, you've got school figured out. It isn't that hard after all. There's -plenty of spare time, let's-have-fun time. So you do .
Twenty-one years old, you've got school figured out. It's still not that hard. But it's enough.

for "non-smokers" in item 14. The cOI:rect wording is: "Smoke and its residues can interfere with the mental
alertness and thought processes of susceptible noo-smokers so that they become less capable of intellectual performance and less able to put forth
the effort required in studying." The
critical point here is that sensitive nonsmokers are handicapped in the pursuit of their educational objectives by
present university policy. That
smokers may select to poison themselves is quite a different issue.
Ronald E. Shor
Department of Psychology
862-2369

Blood drive

Like that poster of the guy with a mess ot brown
stuff in his hands, a scowl on his face. Caption:
"Tired of the same old shit?"
· Yes. _
After thinking about it, quitting becomes a pos, sibility. There's a job for $500 a month. In 1974 it
was "what are ya doin' before the hockey game?''
Now it's "What are you doing about dinner?
There's nothing here."
The almighty dollar. No more yell of "supper's
ready."
College was the abstract hanging over our

ou'i- friends a ifappy Thanksgiving and
give thanks for you again and again!
Jarry Stearns
Blood Chairman
Durham Red Cross
See you soon around our Christmas
tree!!

Symphony
To the Editor :
Every once in a while I am amazed
at what is to be found in the pages
of The New Hampshire.
Recall, if you will, Dana Jenning 's
Nov. 8 review of the UNH Symphony's
recent concert.
I have heard many descriptions of
various musical performances, some
apt, some not so apt. But the suggestion that music r.eard at the concert created an image of "pigeons
prowling the street" in the morning,
, ,as me boggled.
Better watch out in Durham during
the wee hours. Grrrrrrrrrr ...
A plaver in the UNH Symphony.
Name withheld by request.

To the Editor:
"
,
,,
Our Hats Off to Y0 ~ .
.
.
It see~s. most f1ttmg m ~1s time of
Thanksg1vmg to expre~s lovmg thanks
to you all for your contmued response 1
to QUL Durham Red Cross Blooddrive_s.
As Durham Red Cross bl~d cqairman. I am proud to once agam report
that recent yearly statistics show that
you led the Vermont-New Hampshire
Red Cross Blood Program in percentage of donations ; You led the way in To the ~ell tors:
Last year, the Parking and Traffic
1976-1977 with 4,720 pints or 33.71 perCommittee decided that it was in the
cent of population!
For this supoort and love, we wish best interest of all concerned to rele-

Parking

. gate the cars belongmg to resident
students to lots A, E, and EL Lots
, E and El are close enough to oooulation centers and far enough from main
arteries to offer fair protection to the
cars parked there. In answer to questions concerning relative safety and
protection of those cars in A lot, a
good deal of money was spent on a
closed circuit television system to
scan A lot and the Field House.
On the morning of Nov. 7, we left
A lot for Portsmouth at 2:30 and noted
that the camera was not moving but
was pointed directly down Main
Street. When we arrived back at A
lot at 3: 50 am, the camera was still
not moving and was still pointed
down Main Street. We watched for
about 15 minutes and saw absolutely
no movement. However, during the
following day, it was busily scanning,
as it is intended to do.
.
It seems to us , as students who had
to put our cars in A lot under protest,
that this is not in the best interest
of any student who has to park there
overnight. The prime time for vandal ism is late at night when the camera
was probably trying to entrap nonexistent speeders. During the day ,
when pedestrian traffic is greatest, the
chance of vandalism is low, and
speeders pose the greatest threat, the
camera concentrates on the cars.
Not only wasn't the camera
watching the cars in A lot, but it
couldn't have se-en them if it was,
because the lights that illuminate the

T

Mci,ccca:,

heads, filled with v1s1ons of bongs, babes an
beers. Yeah, well, man, uh great, but what abou
next year? Four abstract years of college teach
lot about the realities of thereafter. There's a littl
more to life than the three bs, and $500 a month .
The almighty dollar.
So quitting is out. Five hundred a month sound
great now, but would seem like nothing in si
months. Without a degree . . .
No more lectures. Too many in the last 1
. years. Stick it out, what the hell. Six months fro
. now, all over. Just when you'd be getting sick o
only $500 a month.

area where most of the cars are kept ,
hour visitation , and the alcohol policy.
Among DRAC's recent accomplishthe corner bounded by Main Street
mPnfs h:,vp !)pp), thP rPvPr<;, I ,,r thP
and the railroad tracks. wen• all out
Our cars, as do most of the others Parking and' Traff[c' Comm1tt'ee's
there, constitute a very major investClec1s1on to restrict t't'lJ&.vt 1anascaping charges to resident students : and
,nent and a necessity to jobs . We don 't
' eel the University, specifically the
DRAC's perennial , in depth. review of
Traffic Department, is fulfilling its
the residential life budget.
obligation lo us to protect our proper- _ It is important to point out that,
although we as a committee do not
ty, nor do we feel that we slfould
be required to put our cars up as
have final decision, we advise :vlr.
possible targets to vandals.
l:lianco on any decision or policy . In
If the Police really want to catch
any case, where there is a difference
of opinion between the committee and
speeders, they really shouldn 't watch
.\ Ir. Bianco it is written in the DRAC
television, and i.t would be very nice
if the television watched our cars .
gui<lelines that he as director of resKarl J . Compton
iidential life must present to the com i mittee written reasons for his final
Shaler R l\kReel
decision.
DRAC is presently in\'estigating
areas such as build-ups, motorcycle
and bicycle parking. dorm ·1mpro\·e
To the Editor :
In regard to the various number of · ments. building security. and dining
quality . We welcome your ideas and
articles and letters in which DRAC
input in these matters.
<Dining and Residence Advisory CounI belie\'e that DRAC is a \·en· \·ia ble
cil ) had been mentioned, I believe, as
advisory committee and is effecti\·e in
do members of my committee, that
the purposes, functions, capabilities , addressing the issues concerning resi dence and dining. I feel that in m\· two
and past accomplishments of DRAC
years on the committee. DRACs rec should be enumerated and explained.
The purpose of this committee was ' ommendations ha\'e been well received a nd serious)\· taken under condrawn up at I)RAC 's eatablishment.
DRAC serves in an advisory capacity sideration by Mr . Bianco.
DRAC is interested in hearing your
to the director of residential lite m
formulating, evaluating, and review- · concerns. Please feel free to contact
us when we can be of anv assista nce .
ing dining and residential life policies .
Ewa ·A Celichowski
In the past, the committee had adChairperson. Dining and Res idence
vised the director on such issues as
Ad\·isory Council
keeoing seniors on campus, dining. 24

DRAC

-0-00=:,

===~i.aci:,~~..r.r.r..r.rJ.>.
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MOB PUB!

·Autumn Breakfast Specials
7:30 a.m. -10:30a.m.
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Guaranteed Partners ! !

prizes will be awarded

I

I

MAMA

sump contest

Monday- 2 Scrambled Eggs
Tuesday- Blueberry Pancakes
Wednesday-Cheese Omlet
Thursday- French Toast
Friday-2 Fried Eggs
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Fogelberg, playing his only New England engagement, gave one of the besCconcerts-ever al UNH. (Art Illman photo)

Fogelherg and Weisberg were a dynamic duo
By Libby von Grimm
he was any relation to Hunter
Dark hair brushing the sides of Thompson. He should write a
his beard, Dan Fogelberg strode book called Fear and Loathing
out in front of the sell-out crowd at Seabrook." He laughed to
last Friday night at the Field himself again, and the handful of
House, for the only New England UNH'ers familiar with Ttfompappearance of his current tour.
son, the Gonzo journalist, joined
At first he only nodded to the bim.
·
3500 cheering fans, and sat at the
A lot more than handful of
piano to play the title cut from his people broke out in applause
fourth, and most recent album, when Fogelberg said, "Here's an
Nether Lands.
old song from an old album," and
'·And I want to live in the sun/ sang "Stars" from his debut
and I want to do all the things Home Free.
that I never have done."
"I love you .. ./- And it's getting
Fogelberg sang solemnly about a easier each day to weep about
situation where he had to choose you/ And sleep without you" were
between two roads, or life-paths. familiar lyrics to the early "DanIt was an appropriate entrance· the-Man" fans.
song, for one hoped that he would
"This is my low-down song
choose the right path, and give a which I wrote when I was in a
few good shows along the way.
low-down mood going to college
Friday night F-ogelberg did just in Champaign, Illinois. I was getthat, warming up the crowd ting away from the absurdity of
as the night wore on.
the university situation," said
"This is the first time I've been Fogelberg.
in New Hampshire," he said to a
Quite a few UNF' )rs, UMass
tumultuous roar. "It's beautiful visitors, and lots of others related
to his introduction.
here. ·
He
laughed · out
loud.
"I saw crows in a field of corn
"Somebody told me today that and yelled out to them and they
UMass is going to get their ass all took off flying. The idea was
kicked." There were more · for us to have a race. They won.
cheers. After all, it was still Must be a moral in that
Friday night.
somewhere. Maybe never race a
Fogelberg wore a checkered, crow with a bicycle?" That
western-style shirt, blue ban- Fogelberg laugh again, as he
dana, Levis, and a white car- s,tarted singing "Crow" from his
digan sweater, which he must third album, Captured Angel,
have donned just for the cold with the memorable refrain,
Granite State.
"Made me feel I was running
Moving over to center stage, he from a crime .. Didn't do it, swear
picked up his acoustic guitar, the T rlidn't do it."
instrument he favors and began
Fogelberg's distinctive 'fromplaying "Once Upon A Time," the-heart' feelings came through
also from Nether Lands. It , in "Old Tennessee." also from
tells of a lost love that still hurts, .. ,Captured Angel. "This is a song
but must be accepted as an I wrote when I lived in Teninevitable stumbling block on nessee," he drawled. "It was
life's path.
written to an ex-old lady. It
"Somebody told me that Mel didn't work and that's why she's
Thomson is on the board of di rec- an ex-old lady."
tors of this University,"
Fogelberg visibly started to
Fogel berg said, blue eyes relax and become more and more
twinkling as he rested the guitar personable.
on his knee. "I was wondering if
''This is one I wrote in

a

Colorado, where I live now. A really nothing left to say I 'Cept
very beautiful state." Evidently come on morning."
His next piece, "Mountain
many New Hampshirites agree
with him. "We've got a foot of Town," is new and' might be on
snow out there. All my friends the album he'll be cutting in
that are skiers are happy.
January. ("I have to have a
"And so are all my friends that meeting of all my songs and see
are coke dealers," he added. He what they think.")
· made a face of mock alarm. "Oh,
He sang softly, "What did you
I don't know any coke dealers." do
to
make
me
hang
around?/ ... Rainy afternoons we
He launched into the short and
lay .. wishing the storm would go
sweet "Song from Half Mounaway IAnd you and I both know
tain," from his second album,
I'd rather stay ... /When the moon
Souvenirs, which when released
and the stars go down ... /You're
tripled his number of fans imold man is driving home and he
mediately.
still thinks you live here
"I'm feeling real good tonight,
alone/What'd you think he'd do if
New Hampshire. So I'm going to
he found me?" It's a pre-view of
do a whole bunch of songs, okay?
what, hopefully, will appear next
It feels so good to have a good
year.
crowd." His smile was greeted
with the first loud yells of the
Fogelberg is also experimentnight.
ing with Brazilian songs for his
"This song I wrote in California 1ifth ·album. ·He played the tangy
title cut from the movie Black
and I don't think you've heard it
Orpheus.
yet, since not too many have."
Fooling around, he added "My
The song was low-key and called,
Favorite Things" and "Eleanor
•Wfiat in the World." He added!
Rigby" in the middle.
some of his characteristic, inSomeone asked him what he
novative wailing to accompany
was drinking when he picked up a
the lyrics. "What in the world
have I got myself into this
paper cup. "Oh, just water," he
time?/ ... Scared to the bone of smiled. Then added, "Danish
water."
livin' alone/ ... Why must the sun
go so slow?"
.He talked about a piece of
When he played the title cut
Brazilian music he's been
writing.
(I'm
not
from
from Souvenirs, the crowd kept
making him happy by being so
Brazil-wish I was. Wish I was
there, in fact!")
appreciative. "I haven't done this
in, God, at least a year. This
"In January I'll be doing an
album with my good friend Tim
feels real comfortable tonight."
Weisberg. We're going to do this
He picked up a folk guitar.
song. I play guitar, but I'll try to
"Can you hear this? This is my
sing Tim's part for his electric
John Denver guitar." The whole
fluie. ,.,. Ile started in on an up-beat
gym began to clap and stamp
tune, then laughed. "I'm not very
their feet to his rousing favorite,
good with Tim's part."
,
"(Someone's Been) Telling You
There wasn't any need for the
Stories.""
·
He switched back to the piano
crowd to be disappointed though,
for the lovely "To the Morning"
for the surprise of the evening
from Home Free. "This is for .was the sudden appearance of
all you people who have eight Weisberg ;himself.
o'clock classes. And nine o'clock
The crowd roared, the two men
ones, arid 10 o'clock, and 11..."
hugged, Fogelberg left to take a
break, and Weisberg picked up
Yellow lighting brightened the
•an electric flute. The tall .. bear_dstage as ne sang, 'Tnere really 1s

ed musician said, "By the way,
this shirt I have on with "U of
M"-it's Mississippi, so don't
worry!"
Weisberg 's long legs undulated
to his music. Once he put down
his flute and the synthesizer kept
on playing the tune, and the
'ham' in Weisberg; emerged.
Fogelberg returned and they
played their duet.
Fogelberg then soloed with
"Morning Sky" from Souvenirs,
a piece influenced by one of his
favorite musicians, Joni Mitchell.
It was getting late.
"I hope you guys have had a
good time. I really enjoyed it,"
Fogelberg said.
He played the song everyone
had been waiting for, his hit
"Part of the Plan" from
Souvenirs. The worthwhile
evening was acknowledged with a
standing ovation anct tl!cKermg
matches held high in the air.

-

His encore didn't include a song
right away. "Let me talk to you
for awhile," he said seriously. "I
sure you are aware that Seabrook
is right near here, and for you
people, with your intellectual
pursuits-I hope you have the
conscience to stop that thing
before it is a reality."
There were screams of
agreement and the entertainercum-environmentalist got the
whole Field House, Weisberg included, to sing together.
"There's a song in the heart of
every woman," sang Fogel berg,
and the crowd returned with the
refrain, "Set it free." "There's a
light in the depths of even
Seabrook's darkness," came the
next verse, with the return, "Let
it shine, let it shine."
"Thank you, New Hampshire.
Thank you. That's beautiful,"
claeped the two onstage.
"Anytime, anytime, New Hampshire! Anytime," smiled Danthe-Man as he disappeared.
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Keg Room DJ Gaston speaks about DJing
good sound. When the speakers
By Barbara Scott
Tyrone (Chuck) Gaston slips in are spread apart, it evens out the
behind a huge stereo console. It sound much befter. So I've got to
keep these down low.''
looks like the cockpit of a jet.
Gaston disdains DJs in the
Buttons, knobs, glowing dials,
and meters are flanked by two Durham area.
"The DJ's around here rip
turntables, microphones, and a
set of headphones. Beneath the people off," says Gaston,
console, at his feet, are more "because they charge outrageous
switches and softly glowing dials. prices for a night of DJ'ing, and
Gaston is the DJ at the Keg their systems are usually no betRoom, Wednesday through Sun- ter than a lot of home systems.
day nights. He is in full control of . "Good sound is really important,". Gaston says, "If I had my
the music and the atmosphere.
Gaston is composed and ef- own club, I'd put an even bigger
ficient. He has a short afro, system in than the one I've got."
Gaston is a purist DJ. He learnslightly tinted aviator glasses.
. and is wearing a grey tweed three ed his trade from the better
piece suit with a red carnation disco clubs in Boston.
stuck in the lapel. •
"You'd never see any DJ do
Gaston, a UNH student, 'Happy
Birthday' for one of the
became a DJ in 1975 after leaving patrons
in a real disco place,"
the Navy.
says
Gaston.
"People come up to
"DJ's don't make much me all the time
and ask for 'Hapmoney." s::iys G::iston, "hut if py Birthday· or for requests.
DJ'ing gets me through school, Most of the reauests aren't even
wonderful."
real disco."
After learning disco DJ'ing in
Boston clubs, Gaston DJ'd at the
A girl dressed in faded Levi's
Portsmouth Navy Base. "I was and a worn denim shirt sidles up
scared," Gaston says. "the Navy to the console and asks Gaston,
was har_:d to play for because "Don't you have any David
there were no women at the dan- Bowie or Average White Band?"
ces."
"No," Gaston answers politely,
Following his Navy base job, "I only have current Disco."
Gaston played at the Portsmouth
"Isn't KC and the Sunshine
Parade. After the Parade closed, Band current Disco?" the girl
he got his present j~b at the Keg persists.
Room .
"Not according to the national
Gaston built, owns, and survey." _
operates the equipment he uses in
The girl mumbles, "oh," and
the Keg Room.
shuffles back to her table and
"This place is really too small finishes drinking a bottle of Lite
for my system," says Gaston, beer.
putting on background music
Gaston follows a simply disco
from a Grace Jones album, "I
don't play my music as loud as I DJing philosophy.
"Ideally, disco, the DJ should
used to because I can't spread the
speakers far enough apart to get~ keep the music going all the time.

There should never be a break in
the music, and he should never
talk during the songs. Just keep
that steady beat goirig all the
time."
After putting on a pair of headphones, Gaston expertly fades
the song playing on one turntable
into the next, working controls on
the console with both hands.
"I don't understand why peopie
who go out don't seem to enjoy
themselves," says Gaston. "It
seems like they just go out to
drink instead of to socialize. I
don't drink anymore. Don't need
to. ·
"If they would only have a good
time and get rid of their hangups
about dancing, they wouldn't
need to drink.
"In Europe and Canada, .

"It sounds much better on a
"The best nights here depend
good system and is much easier on the crowd, not me," Gaston
.to dance to because of the steady says. "I need feedback to work
beat."
well. If I see them enjoying them"People think I'm here to selves, then I do well. If they're
please them," says Gaston, "but not, then I keep experimenting
I'm not here to play every song until the audience responds.
they want. Otherwise, I'd be
"Watch this. I can put on an old
playing the same old thing all favorite and fill the dance floor."
night.
He puts on CJ and Company's
"I want to expose them to new 'Devil's Gun' and sure enough
songs so they have more to dance couples migrate to the dance
to. I really care and want floor as if pro~rammed.
· everyone to have a good time.
"The crowd changes over as
That's the most important thing.
much as three times a night,"
"Disco is trying to change at- says Gaston. "Usually the first
titudes. If you feel good, dance. crowd doesn't dance. The late
People here in Durham are so , crowd is usually· rowdy and
inhibited in expressing them- usually from Portsmouth.
selves. They should let them"The most important thing,"
selves go on the dance floor. Gaston repeats, "is that the
Work up a good sweat."
crowd has a good time."

nobody',5 hung up about dancing

and if a guy asks a girl to dance,
she doesn't think 'Hey, he's
trying to make a pass.' They just
all go dancing to socialize and
have a good time.
"But here in America, it's
hard for people because they
won't dance to just anything.
Here in Durham, they're too
critical.
"If they haven't heard a song,
they won't dance."
· Much ot Gaston's efforts to
keep his record collection up to
date is fruitless if the crowd won't
dance to the new, unknown songs.
"A lot of people around here
don't like disco because of its lack
of exposure," says Gaston. "I
can't play good disco and cater to
, everyone's tastes. But I like disco
a lot more than rock because
disco's got much fuller orchestration_.

Trivia Trivia Trivia Trivia Trivia
1) Who played Doc Savage in the movie of the same name?
2) Who played Batgirl?
3) Who sang the 60's hit song, "Fire?"
4) What was the name of the ship captain on The Rocky and
Bullwinkle Show?
5) On that show, what were. Rocky and Bullwinkle's full
names?
6) What town did Rocky and Bullwinkle come from?
7) In the horror movie, The Raven , who plays the two
magicians?
8) Who does the voice for the Grinch in the cartoon The
Grinch Who Stole Christmas?
9) This week's gift: Who played Agent 99 on Get Smart?
10) Who does lame Dr. Don Blake tum into when he stamps
his walking cane on the ground?
11) And for all you running addicts, the Nike running shoe
company is named for the Greek goddess of what?
12) What movie is this scene from?
13) What group sang the song "Go Now?"
14) In the song "Shine on Harvest Moon," "The night was
crazy dark". Why?
15) What's the name of the theme song from M*A *S*H*?
,,SSo/U!l?d 5! op!Jln5,, (qr
,, "oU!ZfS OJ pasnja1 UOOU1 olfJ oSnl?JoE[,, (PI Son/8 npoow
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(er n10P!J1 (II 1oi11 nJzt3!W oZfJ.
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Tyrone Gaston, the Keg Room DJ, wants the crowd to have a good time. (Art Ill man photo)
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Ghost is a theatrical troupe that performs mime, rock music
and actin$;. They will be at the Granite State Room of the
MUB at 8 p. m. Students 75 cents and others $1.50.

Diane Keaton.and Woody Allen star in Allen's Annie Hall.
This is one of the best movies of the year. It is semi-autobiographical, funny and sad. One of Allen's best, at the
Franklin.
Scooter and Red Wagon are-at the MUB Pub.

Sidney.Poitier does a good job of acting in the movie, To Sir
With Love. Channel 56 at 8 p. m .
Bing Crosby stars in Mark Twain's famous novel, A Con1 necticut Yankee in Ki~ Artrur'_
s Court. Channel 38 at 9 p. m.

Comedian Steve Martin is on, of all things, The Muppet
Show at 7:30 p. m. on channel 5. With Kermit the Frog
and other muppets it promises to be a craaazy kind of
show.

Buck Rogers infiltrates the enemy's stronghold on channel
56 at 11 p.m.

A Portrait of the Artist at 90 is a special about artist Georgia
O'Keefe. O'Keefe, a painter of eerie, beautiful canvases is
filmed at her farm in New Mexico. Don't miss this. Channel 11 at8 p.m.

On Night Gallery, Edward G. Robinson gives a good acting
performance as a dying Jew who only stays alive to await
the coming of the Messiah. Channel 56 at 11 :30 p. m.

Thursday, November 17

Humphrey Bogart won an Oscar for his role in The African
Queen, on channel 56 at 8 p. m. Katherine Hepburn and
Bogart play off each other well in this fine movie directed
by John Huston.
Grace Kelly won an Oscar for her role in The Country Girl
as the wife of an alcoholic Bing Crosby. Channel 38 at
9p.m.
Buck Rogers encounters tragedy on Saturn on channel 56 at
11 p.m.

Wednesday, November 16
Annie Hall continues at the Franklin.
Casey Holt plays that diabolically deadening demon disco at
theMUB Pub .

-=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=::·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=··

The Godfather's final
chapter is on tonight
on channel 4 at.8 p.m.
Worth watching.

Tonight is MUSO's animation night in the Strafford Room
of the MUB. From 7 p. rrr-on the MUSO film series will be
showing the animated feature films The Sword in the
Stone by the Disney Studio , Max 'Popeye' Fleisc1ier's
Hoppity Goes to Town (this is one of the best animated
features ever made) and Ralph Bakshi's controversial
Coonskin. Also there will be selected shorts from the Warners and Disney studios. Don't miss this animation extravaganza. 75 cents.
·
Art Carney stars in Harry and Tonto at the Franklin . No the
Lone Ranger isn't in this movie.
Jon
Perreault
a
local
songwriter/
singer will be on WUNH 8-0:30 p. m . He has just released an
album on Fretless Records, Thief in the Night.
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Squeeze slowly sniffs. the scent
SQUEEZE
continued from page 1
"He suffocates the mouse,"
Keegan says. "There's no blood
and no broken bones. As soon as
the mouse exhales, the lungs collapse."
.
The mouse struggles at first.
Its tail waves and its feet grope
for a foothold. The biting and
twisting of the mouse's head
shows through the skin around
the snake's mouth. After a few
seconds the struggle stops, save
for an occasional wave of a leg
or twitch of the tail. A minute
later all motion ceases.
The gentle brown and black
Constrictor constrictor has
made Keel@n -something_ of a
national figure lately. Squeeze,
once a resident of Keegan's room
in Marston House, now lives in a
lab in the Spaulding Life Science
Center, at the request of David

IN TIME FOR GIFT GIVING

2(:)%
from the list price of most

TRADE (hard cover) BOOKS
fiction, sports, hobbies, travel, etc.
(TEXT BOOKS NOT INCLUDED)

UNH BOOKSTORE

Hewitt Hall
862-2141

A University owned non-profit facility
located on camous to serve vou

Dianco,

Nov.15-16
6:30 & 8:30

Woody Allen Diane Keaton ·
'' ANNIE HALL''

T urs. only

Nov.17 :
I

6:30 & 8:35

I
I

te1

f 1 01n

•Bianco o:i<phumng

I

A rt·: Carney in
"HARRY & TONTO"

Fri.-Sat.

I'm

life.
Bianco's position. . on the snake
"After they told me that the ban.
snake had to go The New
Bianco said the snake ban re-.
Hampshire did a story on it. fleets the feelings of other dorm
After that the New Hampshire residents. He said Squeeze was a
Sunday News sent a reporter potentially dangerous snake and
over and they wrote it up," says if Squeeze were allowed it might
Keegan.
lead to poisonous snakes being
'' AP bought a picture of me and kept in dormitories. Bianco said
it appeared all over th~ country. that he was sorry .. but no snake.
My sister, who lives in Memphis,
The snake relaxes his hold. For
saw it down there. Since then I've
five minutes he has lain motion·hPPn interviewed bv the Boston
less holding the dead mouse. "He
Globe, a Cape Cod radio station,
and the Dover radio station .. can't really swallow," says KeeChannel 11 came over and took gan. "He'll sort of walk his jaws
, some pictures of me with the around it, pushing against the
coil."
snake."
Squeeze pushes and rests. He
Keegan produces a pile of letters that he has received since pushes again and the mouse's
the AP picture went out. He sin- front legs enter his mouth.
gled out one from a zoo in Minne- "Everything snakes do is kind of
sota. Animal Acres in Wadena; slow," says Keegan. "One time I
Minn. said that if Keegan came home from school and he

THEATRE
Tues.-Wed.

director of rooidontial

couldn't keep the snake, that they
were looking for a boa.
They added that they were a
non-profit organization and, did
he possibly know of anyone interested in contributing to such a
cause?
"I got a call one night at twelve
or one o'clock from a coal miner
in Creekside, Pennsylvania,'_'
says Keegan. "He said that he
would buy the snake from me if
I couldn't keep it.''
Keegan has no intention of getting rid of Squeeze, and he still
hopes to get him back into the
dorm "I'm afraid that someone
might steal from here for some
1nne1 of prank," he says.
"The rules say no snakes in the
dorms, that's pretty c1ear. Rut
trying to change the rules ."
So far, he has had little encouragement from the administra•
tion. Last week he received.a Jet-

l

Nov. 18-19
6:30 & s:3o

Peter Sellers George C. Scott
in Stanley Kubrick's
"DR. STRANGELOVE"
or: How I learned to stop worr in and Love the Bomb

coming ''Lawrence of Arabia''
also coming: ''Everything you
always wanted to \{now about sex*
*but were afraid to ask."

had gotten out of his cage. I looked around and saw the very end
of him sticking out of the ceiling
where there was a hole for a
couple of pipes. I held him, but
I couldn't pull him out. We had to
work shifts pulling him out abouf
an inch or so every time he would
relax. It took about four and 1;1
halfhours. ·
''Another time he got out and
was gone for three months. We
thought he was gone for good.
"I guess he just got hungry,
though. We finally found him
staring into the mouse cag~."
"I keep him in a stronger cage
now," says Keegan.
Squeeze pushes again. Now
only two little feet and a long tail
stick out of his mouth. His body
musc.!Ps go to work) contracting
and rollin~ 1 they pu l the mous~
down.
"He used to be my tavonte way
of getting out of high school,"
says Keegan. "I've taken him to
a lot of other schools. He's really
been around.
"It's really not such a good idea
to keep animals in cages for no
reason. They're wild at heart.
They never lose that.
"if you're going to keep a snake
like this you ought to be doing
something with it. It takes a lot
of life to feed him. Snakes serve
an educational purpose, though,
so I don't really feel guilty about
that."
• Squeeze lifts his head. . The
lump of the mouse has disappeared into the thick muscles of
his long body. He moves around
again. Flit, flit with the tongue
ht looks around for the bath that
he always gets after eating.

SBP candidates debate the issues
DEBATE
continued from page 1
ter students should have a rent
control board.
"In academics, overcrowding
is definitely not in the best interest of the students. I think we
should have a viee president for
the Greek!f system. They haven't
had much input in the system in
the past.
Tandy also has plans to make
changes in Student Government.
"With the new task force, I
think there is an increased importance in the role of (student body)
president-one of a guiding person," said Tandy. "He has to ti:" e
the special interests of the students to the people we have to
deal with. There is an increasing
responsibility in Student Government.

"We have to get away from giving out money and move toward
more important issues like the increase in the numbers of students, the fact we have less faculty, find that we have less money
from Concord than we need. I
want to guide Student Government in a forward direction, "
·
said Tandy.
Wollhandler said he wants to
bring an "open mind" to Student
Government.
"In the past, Student Government has done nothing because
they are next to powerless," said
Wolhandler. "What you are electing should not be based on issues
but on a state of mind and attitude of a person.
"I feel I have an open mind. I
am willing to listen and do what
in the past was considered im-

practical. It is important for Student Government to have its finger on the pulse of what is happening,'' said Wolhandler.
There were several issues that
were touched upon by the candidates.
One of the major concerns of
many of the candidates was the
most effective way to deal with
administrators.
Tandy said Student Government is not now professional
enough to meet his standards on
this matter.
"I think we can raise ourselves
in their eyes. The present Student
Government has done well but I
think we can expand on this,''
said Tandy.
Livermore said, "If we can't
DEBATE, page 16

classified ads
cars for sale
For Sale: 1971 VW Bus with carpet &
Paneling. Needs a generator. Recent tune-up
Asking S1500 or BO. Call Pat weekdays between 3 & 6. 659-5559. 11 / 15
1969 Plymouth Fury . Body and Engine in
good condilion. Interior needs slight amount
of work . 86.000 miles . Asking $500.00. Call
Ann 742-4717 . 11 / 18

For Sale: 1967 VW Sa. Back Engine runs
well, needs body work. Must sell, so will take
best oiler. Call ti59-2018evenings. 12/6
1970 Ford 3/4ton Van- Econoline 300. Outfitted for camping-cabinets, bed, interior
li~hts , plenty of «torage. screened windows,
3· insulation and shag carpeting. Also Coleman Heater and AM-FM , 8 track stereo.
$1695. Call 964-8986. 11/ 22

Catch a ride home
for Thanksgiving
in the class ads

MGB, 1971, dark green, Mechanically excellent, Body average 58,900 miles, asking
$1 ,600. Call Marc at 868-7484. 11/15
For Sale: Ford ' Torino 1969 runs good-has
some rust. 60,000 miles. Make an offer. Quick
Sale is inspected. Ask for Binny 868-9662.
11 / 22
FOR SALE: FORD · 1970 - 9-Passenger
Station Wagon ... Mechanically sound ... Needs
Body Worli ... Good Winter Transportation ...
$300.00 or BEST OFFER. Calf Original
Owner: 862)2175 from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
OR868-7404after5:00p.m.12/2
68 V. W. bus for parts engine and transmission are gone. Seats a nd interior are
available as well as body parts. Call Wess
at 868-9629 or 659-5621. I 1/ 15
For Sale: 1969 Dodge_Coronet convertible. v8, automatic transmission, power steering
and brakes, 8-track system. $475. Call 4365749 after 5 p.m.
·
FOR SALE: '71 AMC Rambler Matador .
304 V-8 Engine Runs smooth. Good Body.
Good interior. Asking $650. Call Carr at
868-9833 or 2-1613. 11/18
FOR SALE: 1966 Plymouth Valiant. Will
ass inspection and has proven to be faithf,ul.
Slant Six Engine tires, brakes, transmission, shocks put in this summer. $300.00
Call Paul at 862-1490 or 2-2402. 12/9
Classic British Roadster,.1960 MGA 1600.
Good Body and Frame. New Top, carpets
and tires. Brakes good. Runs fine. Asking
$2000 or $1700 wifhout top and carpets.
Lenny 692-2355 11/15
1970 VW Souareback, radials, new shocks,
generator, luel injectors, 28 MPG. Asking
$750.00 or 8.0. Call Skip 692-2431 days,
207-439-2812nights.11/15
F'OR SALE: 1970 VW green beetle. Good condition, new clutch and transmission. Excellent gas mileage, just tuned up. Must sell
$875.00 Call 868-2056 after 8:00 p.m. 12/ 9

1965 Chevy Belair standard ; 230 engine; 6
cyhnder; new floor; rebuilt engine; 4 good
tires. Easy to get parts for must sell going
X-country 742-3604 Brian $225 12/2

For Sale-Three bedroom home in Lee. Large
addition ideal for small business or rental
income. w /w carpeting throughout. Asking
$39,500. Call 692-2818. 12/9

for sale

Stereo: Durham Audio Sales out at Wholesale. Example: Scott-Pibneer-Philips system. List $675, $440. Sharp cassette Deck,
$120. Turntables, cartridges/ speakers. Durham Audio, 868-5631 eves. 12 9

For Sale-Queen size WATER BED complete
with: heater, !mer, foam mattress floor
frame and 1 yea'!' old vinyl bed, asking $100
or Best Offer ask for Kip at 659-5065 New.market 11/18
,Ladies' Dunham hiking boots, excellent condition. Only used twice-too big for me. Size
7'2. Well for $55 new--I will sell for $30. Liz
742-4484. I 1/15
Alamo 55-watt guita;-amplifier with reverb
and tremelo. Askmg $200. Also Vivitar
200mm f3.5 ada ptable presenelephoto lens.
Ask111g $100. Both excellent condition. Call
Jeffmroom 121.862-1655. 11/!I
For Sale: Bicycle 21" frame Excellent
Condition $120 or Best Offer- 868-540911/22
For Sale: Earth Mother Style knee high
Earth boots women's size 8. $25.00 Also high
heel narrow calf beautiful dark brown boots
good condition. Size 8112. $25.00 Call Vicki
742-7695 11 / 18
For Sale-home built camper top for any 8
footed fleetside pickup. Constructed with
2x3's-plywood and cedar shingles. Call
· David evening-742-9356. 11/18
FALL CLEANOUT SALE. Records, bestseller paperbacks,. pup tent, new drawin_g equipment! campmg equipment. Cheap prices.
fy!ust sel . I will deliver. Please call for
hst. 926-5785. Scott. 11/18
Skis--this year's model Rossi ST's Roe's
!OS's and l{-2 710's, 810 GD, 810 D. From $125$160. Available in most sizes. Limited number. Call Pete or Ken 868-9828 or 2-1664. Rm.
215. 11/11

Teac. A-450 Dolby . Cassette Dec.k 1976-$350.
Kenwood KR-7600 AM-FM Recei1<er $450.
Call 742-5557 or 742-2871 Ask for Jim 11/18
For Sale: Pair of 600-12 white wall snow
tires used only part of last winter. Asking
$35.00. Call 1-772-4267. 12/9
Head skiis, 175 cm .. Reiker boots size 7
women's. tyrola bindings, S~ott poles, $100
or best offer, call 749-4485. 12/ 2

rides
Ride needed to Cam bridge area for Thanko
giving. Can leave early Wednesday morning .
Will split gas. Call Mark 664-2324 or 2-1490
and leave message. 11/22
Ride needed to Chicago leaving after Dec. 20,
will split gas and oriving. Also need ride
back around Jan. 13, CalIMichael, 659-2039
12/6

for rent
Condominuim to share. All the conveniences
and then some. 5 miles from campus in
Dover. Call 742-0124 after 7: 00. 11/15
Sudden vacancy. Unfurnished, I B.R. apartment available for quiet person or couple,
19 Central SL, Newmarket (l-, block from
~i:!i~u~\: l~g,~~'.ii~~/:id~~·hee;tsyc~{{~~r~~
taker: 659-2712 11/18
Unfurnished, 1 BR apartment for quiet person(s) , 19 Central St. Newmarket (on KariVan Rt, easy hitch to campus>. $170/mo.
includes heat. Call caretaker: 659-2712. 11/ 18
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Individual charges dismi~sed
suits in general she added that
lAWSUIT
she thought "the whole society is
continued from p age 3
gone litigation-mad. On the other
ment.
hand some women feel that's the
The University argues, in a re- only way to get anything d\>ne."
ply to the brief, that Kolodny did
Kolodny said, "The University
not file her complaints with the is wasting money on my case and
EEOC and NHCHR within the re- the Sweeney case (Keene State
quired deadline.
professor Christine Sweeney ~ on
Bownes, in his dismissal order,
said these charges were "continuing violations not limited by
time restrictions in the statute."
University Ombudsman Heidi ,
Sherman said the requirement
for promotion from assistant to ·
associate professor at UNH is
"several years of successful
teaching experience." She said
the faculty handbook states pro-,
motion requires full-time teaching ·
for "no less than three years."
\
Sherman said that each college .
handles promotion and tenure in. :·
dividually. A faculty member can
appeal any decisions he or she

•
ID

lawsuit

a sexual discrimination case
against Keene College, last
spring. The college is appealing
the court's decision.) They are
announcing their intransigence
on the issue of women's rights .
I do not consider my individual
rights a luxury. The constitution
protects everyone's rights regardless of the cost.''

DOVER AUTO SUPPLY

committee's decision is final , she
said.
UNH Affirmative Action Director Nancy Dean said her office
· handles all discrimination complaints, but said Kolodny did not
go through her office.
She would not comment on the
specifics of Kolodny's case. " If
something is in litigation we want
to be careful about prejudicing
the case," she said. "We don't
want to be harmful to the complainant either."
Speaking of discrimination

.every Fri. & Sat. at the

CAPE NEDDICK·
INN
,Rhythm & Blues
50's Rock 'n' Roll By

BEN BALDWIN
& THE BIG NOTE

STUDENT DISCOUNT
SPECIALS:

feel" i:, u nfa ir, but th e apptal:,

DANCING

25 min. drive

Anti-freeze 2.75 gal. (6.25 reg._~
Starting Ether $1.35 (reg. $1.85)
Low discount prices on mufflers
starting at $14.55

§
§
8~

From the Portsmouth Circ:j~
go95 N to York ·
~000~..QC

Putting
this
face
in your future.
1

" It pay s to save at Dover Auto"
Main St. Durham-

1
;

868-2791

lamprey taverri
-a nd restaurant

Your Fideliiy Union Field Associate can
heir, plan your financial future with
CollegeMaster. CollegeMaster is the nation's
leader in life insur~_nce for college seniors.
Find out about CollegeMaster.

Newmarket's newest and finest
dining establishment

Call the Fidelit}' Union CollegeMaster®
Field .\ssociate_ in your area:

now open and serving
lunch from 11 :30 - 2
dinner from 5 - 9 (sun - thurs)
5 - 10 (fri - sat)

Barbara Marczak

lounge open until legal closing
member newmarket service club

164 main st.

CollegeMastet
classified ads

Room for. renl--male only. Located _on Swain's
Lake in Barrington. Furnished, with private
entrance. Call Mrs. Caswell 664-220111/11

roommates

WANTE15": .Room in apt or house in Durham
for now and/or next semester. Call Jill. 6595445 12/2 - - ·

help wanted

Roommate <female l wanted lo share 6 room
Hampton Beach apt. Available NOW-own
room and parking space. $92.50/month. Heat
and utilities includea. Call 926-6240. I 1/ 11

WANTED: Eligible work-study student to
work 15 hours a week, evenings as watchman at Jackson Estuarine Laboratorv. Must
have own transportation. Contact Mr. llurnett
862-217511
/ 18
·-- _
WANTED: FEMALE TO SHARE LARGE
WAl"\ITED: Part-time Mechanical Draftsman
FURNISHED APT. ON KARI-VAN IN
Some
experience
necessary
.
Hours
will be
DOVER WITH 3 GIRLS. TWO BEDROOMS,
arranged. Salary commenserate with ability .
UVING° RM. KITCHF.N . BATH. STUDY
RM. $100/MO. EACH INC. HEAT, AVAIL- 772-4612. l!f!IL
AliLt; JI\!~. l

HiliU M/\Y. CI\LL 1'.f\H,

742-5770AFTER J0P.M. 12/ 2
Wanted: A roommate for
Heritage Hill in Dover. On
spacious, 3 bedroom apt;
$85 monthly. Call 742-4448,
Bob 12/ 2

next semester.
Kari.-van route,
sem1-furmshed.
ask for Walt or

WANTED: Roommate for Next Semester.
To share furnished apt on campus. Webster House. 22 Madbury Road. $93.75/month.
Call 868-2657. 12/6
Roommate needed to share house in Dur ham. $75 a month Call 659-5092. 12/9

wanted
WANTED-Apartment to rent next semester.
Preferably 2 bedroom within 4 miles of
campus-Call Tom or Lee Hetzel 311 2- 1613
11/15
---~-~~ _
CALCULATOR NEEDED' 1! I would like
to buy a used calculator: "scientific slideru le", rechargable preferred. Any brand.
Call Cyndy ' afler6pml, 659-3_1]7~1~_2 _ _
_
In Desperate need of a house or apt . in
or near the Durham Area. Two easy to live
with fema les. Call Julie or Madal yn 8689720. 12/6
WANTED: Two bedroom apartmen t within
5 miles of cam pus. Ca ll Tom or Lee Hetzel
311 2- 1613or .868-9833. l l / 15 _,. _____ _

StudentHelp Wanted: clerk comp-uter services. Duties include typing 140 wpm. I,
answering phones, other general secretarial
duties. Preferreo work hours: 1 :00-4:30
Mon-Fri. $2.40/ hour. Call 862-2323

services
0

TJn~~~~e i~h~sft~If~l":1fi~ed's1ritZ:9rn%
8hoice of style/pitch. Experi enced business
teacher/secretary. Available for editing,
dictation. Rates page or hour Umver s1fy
Secretaria l Assoc iates. 1Diana 1 742-4858.
t2/ 16
- - - - -TYPING Letters. Reswnes. Reports. Theses.
Dissertations .lQ_yrs exp. 749-769~_12}9 ___ _
TYPING - ThesP.s. Reoorts. Papers -- Fast.
Efficient. Reasonable. 742-0394. 12/9 __

lost and found
Lost--11/2--Women's electric wat.ch 1 , silver
mesh band, si lver / blue face. Lost 111 nuddleston--Main street area. Contact Jane Clark
Stokell5868-9823,2-237111 / 15
LOST: S~a!C4-blade; pearl 'handll pocketkn ife. lost around Jason's or Community.
Ma r ket. Friday night I Nov. 3J Great sentimental va lue. Reward. Call 742-658:l after
9_plll~ A§.k [or_Stev~ 1.7/2_

personals
K Bourque · Are you coming horne for
Than~vmg? I'm psyched_ \!L.!.~ __ _

lr

~~:r~~it'!'7o;v~?thC:1J1kg;r~~~rtsedf ft~d~~l
body president. Let experience work for
vou . 11 / 15
The -lJLTIMATE ALLNIGHTER--The First
Annual Bullshit Marathon - Wacky prizes.
food for thinking . Coffee for s taying awake .
Come for a few nours or try for the endurance
prize. From 6:00 pm ~' nday November 18
mto Saturda_y. Philosophy Mini Dorm. l!/18
Maria in Jessie Doe--Having trouble with
a dead batterv'? You're good at charging
batte ries. so get going! It may take an
night! 11 / 15
TO THE SICK MOC)SE: LOVE YOU MOl{E
THAN EVER! THANX FOR THE Gl{EAT
EVENING . LOVE "PB" 11 / 15
IIBYYOU GEiJRGES . I think vou·re right
There are two fags in chemistry class. Wish
they 'd float away like fairies or drive away
ma black van. S.Y.C. 11 / 18
Remembertovole this .Wen. Nov 16. and
Thurs Nov 17 in the Student Bodv President
Elections. II / 15
·
How about a r:oad-trip to Hitchcock :lrd '?
No utensils required. but Larr:,.. bring your
plate. What is it we're trying to say here.
Bi ll ? KLV-We alsQ iron shorts. TM a nd FT
W~f!!i~Ol1!:.Q!:eS~_l2Cel ')),too, 11 / 18 .
ALL INVITED. ESPECIALLY "LARGER
LADIES" TO THE BIG MAMA BUMP
CONTEST TOMORROW NIGHT IN THE
MUB PUB. SEE YOU THERE . 11 / 15
Elect Richard l\1orrissette student bodv
president. Nov. 16. 17. Let expPripnce \\ork
forvou. !!/IS
Sherrill-this is only a warning-beware the
Ides of Friday! I warned you on SundaJ
Night. Thought I was k_idding huh?
Ba .
Remember fhe Mai Ka1. Guess Who ..

Tf'D

SJ:,rit! Got it! Show ii! Show up at the CarrollBelknap room m the mub h1. I I / 1. 11-1.
Try out for the new hockey cheer leading
squad bemh formed.
Contact Slwrry.
!l6R-2U%

Congratulations: Cas. Oz. Q. Smi ley. lleeb.
~·endergrass. Robot, Bouch. Stoney. Lvndst•y
Lee. Earl the Pearl. Coutch. MaJor. Halph.
and "Jack" . - Take it back. cfo-do-do-doFlving high now! You guys have just star!Pd
- show us something . The Brotherhood . 11 / 15
YO-MY UTTU~ PUPPY DOG. how about
us shaking our tails together again. H~:AL
SOON' LOVE vour favorite nxnnmatP. 11 / 15
Pll - lJHJ sou\·Ces have s taled vour actions
wc•re less tha n par . Q is going to roll
you and make pP<.m ut butl(•r so you'll end
up a hall -wit. An emply Hullcnn Bottle•
was the causr ol an mlPnst:h ruseh - so
says Z. Hope you had a good I 11ne. The
l\\'Othal loveyou . 11 / l;j

Ber!ha Bult Baptists • His<' ,,ml shin<' and
get psvched lor the UMass !(1>me. Lei ·s
make ihc last one good. Amen . H&L 11 118
DEAR WEBSTEH IIOUS~: GLAIJIATIJH I missed vou at lh<' football game. Wh y
musl vou be so far vet so l'losC' '! Sig1wd MAIIJlcN I:\ UISTHl<'.SS 11/l'i
VOTE PETER TANDY for Student Body
President Wed & Thurs
Maxime. Happy 22nd to a re~l g,rl ! Here's
to water fights. droning out, great arl. work.
ripping pendc ltons. SAABndes. "11T1tc me
ups" ana :·good drunks... Don't lorget to
take vour lemme iron so you II never he too
old tci whale! Love T & C'

and ...
SEARC:°H FOR MEANING: The first of a
three week ser\es with Bob Gallo. 7:30 p.m .
.. ~ullesaay, November 16. Mckett House
, Personal Development I upstairs lounge.
Bring mugs for coffee or tea. 11 / 15.
CONTRA & SQUARE DANCE Dudley Laufman. Thursday, Nov. 17. Grange Ha ll .
Durham. N.11. 8::lO p.m. S2.0ll. I 1/15.
Je\\:ish Students meeting- J ewish s tudents
please attend. 8 p.m. T uesday . Nov. 15
· Carroll Room - for info ca ll 862-tO0I. 11/22

1

'fennis Pros and Assistai11 PfOs-St•asoiiUJ
anti year -round clubs : ~ooo !,}Id.' 11~!:- ~•:..·:.·
teaching background ( all 1:Ull I h~-t-.;,,,1.
or sC'nfl 2 complPk n•suml':- ;_,nct :! pa:tun•s

tO' Col. R. Head,,. W.'l' S .. 8401 l'onneel1eul
,\ienue. Suite 11111. ('lw, y ('base•. ~11) l00!5.
I 1118.
\\'omen 's Supper

Ports. Frida v
.t:lli -~J:">12 11

Clan.·n<:1..• ·s. '.\lar_
kt•I St

:'\m · . ➔ .

iI

6 :00-8.:W. :\lorC' m!orm .

\n v studenl ",slung to dPclar P <i lll< 1.JOI' In
;fu.: com_•gp ol Lilwral Aris s hould do so _h(•.1rt• WPd . :\on•mbl' r 2:~rd P\(•a:-.l' conw mto
Ii, • Ad,·is111g ccnler in 111. ~lurklanrt Hall
i11d rn<.,kl' an appointment I or call Hf,:! -:!Ot")-l i

11 15
(;..irb<'r tr..i\·el is hen' aga111 : .Januan i n Hl'rmuda; special 5 day / 4 night package. $279.00
pl' r µl'rson rquao necuµ.inc: 1 l ontpl') \"lllll'
('am pus Heµ ,\n•a 1.. Knn 1-k rnard Smith I t:l
llli2-21(>tl. Art·a 11 -Susan (;octctard 11t1hharct
~27 . H62- l'i'J:l. An•a 111 BrueP WpishPrg ~:.:ilnn
louse 221. K6l - lllK ➔ . I I I I I.
\.<' have spi.il'PS in our •~ltl•r -seh1)!)! l_'1ygr..1.m
- ,r tst&2nd gra<if.•rs . L1ce11sf.•d I· aci11_t,\ ~illd
liding scale Fees . ('all L11il<' l'eoph• s l en-

,.,. 8!i8·:; ➔ 12 . 11/18
I 111 looking for a pen -pal. I 101<' 10 writ<'.

111d 1·m looking tor .:i !,!11'1 who "o~ilct likP .1
•11•11-µal. I likP .lohn 1>1.•nYl'r_ i.illd I m teach
;Ill! 111,\'Sl'lf to µla: his _nrns1r 011 lhc ~rntar,
J lo\'P nattll'l'. <ind 1.•nJn:· thl' :-.\\ l'l'llll'S:O- ol
lnPndship. I'm hnng 1ll Portsmouth. ~ill~ I
don·t haYl' <ill\" lnP1Hh up lwn• It you\\ nll'
I will write b,iek . Bn1t·P f\l•lll'r. Box 1nm1lwr
:!WI. PNt~P A.11 .8 .. t :'\ Jl. 1. tlUHOI 1 1'..! ~
\/,\1'L<HAL HL\Ll\l; with lwrh,,I e.;p,ul,'s .
di~tributl'fi ll\ '.\:a tun·~ Su11:,;h1m· Proctut·b ol
l ' t:.ih . For tl1rthC'r mtormat ion tW ln.'l' 11:--t
ol tiYailablC' herh.s c~il\1G!l-:,:m1 . 11 18

C(JFFEE lll)l!SE - Wed. ll>-~-1~ Willwmson
main loungp-Jin~ entertamm1.•nt-t..·1cter. hot .
chocolate. donut:---com<" join us lor a ~ood
timl'! 11 1 Ll
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comics

Three jailed
PROTESTERS
continued from page 1

by Debbie Blood

Our Better Side

· According to the Concord
Monitor, Mullavey justified the
harsh sentences as a deterrent to
future trespassing violations.
The state had recommended a
sentence of 15 days in jail and a
$100fine.
"There have been no cases of
criminal trespass involving a jail
sentence in the past ten years "
said Stone.
'
"I think the sentencing was
overdone. It won't deter anyone.
It will only harden peoples'
views," said Stone.
"We've always known the
judicial system was not anywhere th~t we are going to win
anything against nuclear power.
We decided that direct action was
the answer and we are willing to
pay the penalty. We'll show the
public that they can't stop us "

()ka<f Joe, CfOU au1
rnove /'IJ Some more
nbtvf

...
by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY
ON GUITAR,
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PROBABLY use

said Stone.
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\
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Following the first sentencing
the Clamshell Alliance accused
Go".· Meldrim Thomson of being
behmd the harsh sentencing.
According to Thomson's press
secretary Buddy Jenkins "The
Governor is not interferi~g with
the judicial process. We are
\\_'atching the court happenings
right now but there is no interference. It is difficult to assess
,why they (the Clamshell Alliance) said that. Someone was so
trying to make some points somewhere."
Stone said the charge was
made in the "heat of the moment
of sentencing. The judge said the
sentence was a deterrent. The
same sentiment was expressed
by the Governor last spring when
we were all in the armories.

/

Four student body president candidates debate the issues
DEBATE
continued from page 14

Another issue discussed by several candidates concerned a revision of the student rules.
"The student government took
two hours to go over student
rights and didn't come up with
any changes," said Livermore,
referring to a recent Student Caucus meeting. "Student Government is where students look for
direction. It has to be more involved in issues to make
changes."
Morrissette said, "Student
rights need to be improved. We
can see if the administrations
agrees. The next step would be to
go to the trustees. We can also
bring up the legality of the issue.
The courts can be an effective
tool in student rights."
Tandy said, "I would like to see
the student rights rewritten.
They are too vague. They need
more specifics."
Tandy and Morrissette both expressed plans to work with the
state legislature to achieve their
goals.
"I feel we need an increased

work with administrators, there
are other ways of finding solutions to probl_ems." He suggested
trying to work with trustees as
one possible group.
Wolhandler said, "If Student
Government is to do something
for students it must organize in
terms of fighting for what students want. Administrators
would be viewed as management.
I don't see administrators as having student interests in mind."
Two of the candidates were
asked questions about the new
Academic Senate.
"If I were asked to, I would
agree to go back to the unicameral senate," said Morrissette.
"Now students have less of a
voice because there are 20 less
students in the senate now."
"I don 't think it is in our best interest to be cut down to ten
votes," said Tandy. "We're losing power. That means we have
to work harder to show we know
what we're talking about.

lobbying effort in the state legislature,)! said Tandy. "I think it is
worthwhile to join efforts with
Keene and Plymouth as a means
to increase our input. We have to
let them know the special interests of students."
Morrissette said, "Students
have power on the state level."
He cited Student Government's
lobbying efforts of last spring as
an example.
"The legislature is aware of
student needs as long as they are
brought to them," said Morrissette.
In their closing remarks, each
candidate tried to explain why he
was the best suited for the job of
student body president.
Wolhandler said, ''I'd like to
say that what you are electing is
an attitude and frame of mind to
represent students. I don't profess to be experienced in the ins
and outs (of Student Government), but I don't think that's
hard to get a grip on.
"I feel I have an advantage in
my willingness and ability to lis-
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ten to all people's ideas and not to
fall into the traditional or·comfortable ways of dealing with
things."
Tandy said, "I feel I have an
understanding and the experience to solve the problems and
be receptive to new ideas.
"I've been involved long
enough to know the ropes. I am a
source of new blood for dealing
with a new senate and new ideas.
I think this is vital for Student Government.
"We have to do more than just
be receptive to new ideas. We
have to know what to do with
them. We have to represent them
in an accurate manner.
"I feel I have the personality to
deal with individuals and administrators and get across student
needs.1 >
Tandy then c.riticized Morrissette's position as state legislator
for the town of Somersworth.
"I see the position as a conflict
of interest," said Tandy. "On
matters of money, he would have
to represent students and his
town to the legislature."
Morrissette rebuffed Tandy's
accusations saying, "I have constantly worked for the University in Concord and in Durham. It
is part of my life. My duties in
Somersworth are just as important but I don't see any conflict
there. I can only help students if

· I'm elected student body president--not hinder them.
"A student body president is a
representative to the state and
community. It is important to
elect a leader who can coordinate
efforts and problems. A student
body president should make decision makers aware of student
needs. Experience is important.
You have to be respected and
have a knowledge of the system.
I have that knowledge " said
Morrissette.
'
Livermore said, "Over the past
three years, in working with
DRAC and Student Government
I have gained the experience and
leadership to give Student Government.
"DRAC looked at issues the
way Student Government should.
There are many problems to look
at. Student Government has to be
reorganized to solve them. If I
•am elected, I think these things
can be done," said Livermore.
Members of the questioning
panel were Lou Bruno the program director for WUNH, David
farnham, student body president-m 1976, Tom Grady, vice president of academic affairs in the
Farnham administration, and
Kate McClare, a staff reporter

for The New Hampshire.
The debate was moderated by
the secretary of MUSO, Peter
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Hours Mon-Sat ~-5: 30 Thur eve till 8
cross from the post office (29 Main St)
1.nstead of false promises - get results
ing us up at 868-7051
l,ialk-in or appointments
O·h. Why is there an "O"
Reasonable prices
k'uts for men & womel)
Style -we've got it ou can et it too!!

in the class ads

ACCOUNTING AND
FINANCE MAJORS

Sail a Semester
aboard.
Regina
Maris

LET US HELP YOU PLAN
AHEAD TO BECOME A CPA

~m

CPA

REVIEW

Ship aboard the square-rigged barquencine riv

' Regina Maris for a two-month scientific and educational expedition to study whales and open ocean
1

Boston - Downtown 617-536-1440
Canton 617-536-1440
OUR SUCCESSFUL STUDENTS REPRESENT

1/3 oFUSA

1

ecology . This 144' sailing vessel provides a rare
opponunity for srudencs (at least 18 years old)
interested in marine ecology as well as learning
navigation and other nautical skills. C redits are given
througi) the Harvard University Extension program.
Expeditions leave in December 1977; and in Feburary
and April 1978. For details write!
The Ocean Research and Education Society Inc.
51 Commercial Wharf II 6X, Boston, MA 02110

(617) 523-3455
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For UNH, 1977 was not the year
FOOTBALL
continued from page 20

Hearty Sandwiches
& Complete Dinner• ...
Good / Variety Imported
& Domeatic Botll4'!d Beera ...
Lunch and Dinner Daily

-

Lounge Open Until Legal Closing
Master Charge • American Express

16 Third Street

"We knew Allen would throw,"
he said after the game. "We
played a man-to-man defense,
but tried to disguise it as much as
possible .so they'd think we were
in a zone. And, our defense
caused Allen to run around. When
he's doing that, he can't keep his
eyes on his receivers."
And instead of Bill Bowes being
thrown in the shower, and
"That's the way, uh-huh, uh-huh,
I like it" blaring in the locker
room, it was the UMass side from
which the hoopla emanated.

UMass coach Dick MacPherson was thrown in the shower.
Naked players danced and sang,
"Celebrate, Celebrate, dance to
the music." For them, it was the
beginning of a new season. They
had been assured of Division II
play-off action and the national title.was their next goal.
"All I want to talk about now is
the Beanpot and the Yankee Conference Championship," said
MacPherson after the game.
"Monday, I'll start thinking
about the play-offs. But for now,
this is it. This is beautiful.

'"This is the biggest win of my
career. This one was for all the
bananas and we finally got the
victory."
Bowes, along with UNH co-capdins Dick Duffy and Grady Vig.1eau, presented MacPherson and
his co-captains with the Beanpot
trophy after the game.
"You're a helluva football
team," Bowes said as the UMass
players looked on. "And I want to
see a Yankee Conference team
win that national title."
It won't be UNH this year. And
hat fact was never really anticiiated this year in Durham.

Dover,N.H.

Stickwomen lose in semis to UConn
FIFI

n HOt.KFV

Jo creene i,arnea at z.:1:.:1u m me
se~ond half.
Two and one-half minutes
later, Diane Willis came back
with a goal on a drive from the
1-1."
right side. Sanborn insured the
Prior to the dramatic semi- Wildcat win with a ripping shot
final showdown, UNH defeated at32:30.
Keene State, 4-3 in first round
"All four goals were perfect,"
play, and Yale University, 1-0 said Rilling.
in a quarterfinal game.
UNH senior tri-captain Cathy
In the Thursday game against Nichols made a couple of key
Keene State, Kathy Sanborn defensive saves. "Nicky saved
made two dextrous goals. She two goals," said Rilling. "The
scored her first at 4:50 in the first score could have been 4-3. We
half. Sanborn weaved through a were lucky for once."
handful of Keene defenders and
UNH got lucky again on Thurs· pushed the shot right into the day afternoon in the quartermiddle of the cage.
finals against Yale. For over an
Gaby Haroules scored from a hour the two teams challenged
corner shot in the second half each other, with neither side alto put UNH ahead, 2-0. Keene's lowing a goal.
continued from page 20
hopes of national tournament
play. One unhappy UNH fan look. ed at it this way: "We lost,

UNI-I BOOl(STORE
A worthwhile

PRE-HOLIDAY BOOK SALE!
Quality books
assorted subjects
for all ages and
interests.
Publishers' remainder
stock offered at
below cost prices.

rney p1ayea uncter an overcast
sky until the last ten minutes
of the game. Then the clouds
drifted away, the sun came out,
and UNH turned on .
The Wildcats inevitably came
up with the classic UNH play--a
Haroules scoop at the goal assisted by a Sanborn hand stop. Reardon initiated the play on a corner,
,md Haroules found the cage at
28:45.
"Obviousfy, the game could
have gone either way," said Yale
coach Richard Kentwell.
UNH played a game against
Springfield College on Saturday
to determine third and . fourth
place in the tourney. Diane Willis
scored a goal with a minute and a
half to play to give the Cats a 1-0
victory.

·Icemen trounce Salem State, 10-3
IIcwilt IIalI
0G2-2Ml
HOCKEY
continued rom page 20

"but I thought the effort was
I hate to ,put pressure
on anyone, but we've got to play
better hockey.''
The "better hockey" came last
Saturday night when the Cats
trounced a supposedly tough
Salem State team.
"Everybody played together,"
said defenseman Sean Coady.
"We're getting close as a team.
We don't have as much talent
as last year's team, but we try
a lot harder."
After building up a four· goal
lead, 5-1, after two periods, the
Cats opened up the offense and
poured in five goals in the last
period to turn the game into a
rout.
"The team needed a game like
this," said forward Frank Roy.
"The last game the passing was
awful, but this time we iust

,._,,,_,.._.All.,.__.,,y ....,_.,_ excellent.

Bermuda

Brea

we've played this year."
put it together. This is the best
Holt was especially pleased
with the team's output. "There
was a lot more determination
this game," he said. "Crowder
did exceptionally well and so did
(forward Gary) Burns and <forward Frank) Barth."
Holt thinks he has connected
on three solid lines which will
work together tonight against
Norwich and into the opening
games of the regular season.
Captain Jon Fontas will center
Bob Gould on the right and
Terry Flanagan on the left,
Frank Roy will have Paul
Surdam and Dana Barbin on his
wings, and freshman Barth, who
was moved up from defense to
play center, will have Burns on
his left and Ralph Cox on his
right side.
"We have those three basic
lines," said Holt, "and a fourth
line of individual players who
will see action when we need

them."
The defense will probably be
a four man rotation, a system
the Cats tried against Salem .
"We used that one system and
it worked well in forechecking,"
said Crowder.
Now the Cats have really no
choice but to go with the rotation
after two of their six defensemen
were injured against Salem.
Mike Waghorne, a 6'3", 190 lb.
freshman, was ·leveled with a
rross check to the face and neck.
His injury was not serious but
the hit left him groggy. He is
expected to ,return to practice
this week.
Freshman John Fiorentino,
however, received the worst punishment, when a Viking's hip
check caught him in his left knee.
He was taken in for x-rays at
Hood House and will reportedly
undergo surgery this week,
leaving him sidelined for ··a
greater part of the season, ..
according to Holt.

Tae Kwon Do builds ·c onfidence
Take your break in Bermuda at the only
major hotel that's right on the beach.
Feel free and easy. Doing the things you like
to do. At the beautiful Sonesta Beach Hotel.

5 days/4 nights $279* per person (four to a roomJ
• Roundlrip Jet coach air travel via Delta Airlines
• Mopeds • Horseback riding • Breakfast and
Dinner daily• Unlimited tennis on six day/night
courts• Indoor pool • Nightly entertainment.
Available January 2 to January 31, 1978.
*For further complete information and reservations, see your campus rep.

s~~
HOTEL

TAE KWON DO
continued from page 2
Korean studying for a PhD in
plant genetics at UNH. A third
degree black belt, Ho started the
club at UNH four years ago, and
will return to Korea in December.
"Tae Kwo11 Do is practiced in
60 countries by over nine million
people," says Auerbach. "People
get into it and become addicted."
The white belts complete their
routine simultaneously. They
come to attention, and at the
command, bow and run off.
Lea says he emphasizes the
Martial Arts as a sport you can
use without hurting each other.
"In 1974 I had all white belts,"
says Lea. "Then some green and
red. Now I have black belts so I
think 1 can go home." Ho says th
black belts "can continue the
club without me."
Auerbach says the belts go
from white, for beginners, to yellow, green, blue, red, and then
black. There are nine degrees of
black belt. He wears the third degree. "It's like the alphabet,"
0

Office of Student Activities
Memorial Union, Room 126
862-1001

Or call SRS TOLL FREE (800) 225-1372
In Massachusetts (800) 842.-1202

says Auerbach. "When you gel
the black belt you've learned all
the letters. Then you must go on
to spell."
Two more black belts begin the
Hung Chung Jee, of heaven and
earth, exercise. The audience is
rapt and silent as they jump,
kick, leap, turn, spin, punch in
combinations, step back and
forth, feint and duck.
Now that he has achieved a
first degree black belt, Hennessey says "I know I must go higher, to reach the third degree. It's
more that I have to do it than
what I get out of it. I must stretch
every day or my pody feels restricted.''
Lea says he started the club at
lNH "because there were a lot of
..1isconceptions about the Mar. tial Arts. I thought I could
change by teaching it myself."
"It's not going to be the same
club without Lea," says Hennessey. He says the club will sponsor
a meet between the UNH, Keene,
and Plymouth College "I:ae Kwon
Do clubs on Nov. 19. The prize

wili be the Ho Zoo Lea cup. a sil-

ver bowl purchased by the club
for the occasion.
Four white belts kneel on the
floor. Two men behind them hold
the corners of four nine by nine
inch, one inch thick pine boards.
Two more men support them
with their shoulders. Hennessey
announces that he will leap over
the kneeling men and break the
boards with a flying side kick.
Hennessey steps back, bounds
over the men and stops short before the board. He is feeling out
his distance. He steps back again
and eyes the board. He stands
stock still.
"Yut ! "

Hennessey takes two strides.
leaps, lands, spins, kicks out.
There is a dull thump as the
board remains unbroken .
Hennessey steps back. He says
he will try again.
"Yut ! "
The board does not break.
After the demonstration. Hennessey leaves the MUB in a hurry.
He has probably gone to practice.
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One of the biggest crowds ever to jam
into Cowell Stadium (20,000) watched the
season end for the UNH football team on
Saturday afternoon. Quarterback Mike
Fallon (right) led UMassto the victory and
the Yankee Conference Beanpot trophy,
revenge for the two defeats the Minutemen suffered in '75 and '76.

UMass quarterback Mike Fallon sets back to pass, pursued by UNH's Bill Dedrick(80 ...

... as Mucci and Kurtz come crashing down and the ball is jarred loose .

... and finds teammate Chris Kurtz (25), who is firmly in
the grasp of Frank Mucci. Mark Etro (38) watches ... ·

One guy who won't be easy to replace
next year is number 36. Bill Burnham (right).
UNH head coach Bill Bowes says the Dorchester tailback will be playing pro football for sure next fall. Burnham is the alltime leading rusher in New England w i t h - - - - - - - - - 3,774 career yards and has practically
re-written the UNH record books in his
three years, during which time he has established himself as undisputably the ·
greatest of running backs in UNH history.

Scott Spalding photos

Bill Burnham
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Cats finish at 3-12

UNH soccer season fi1-1ally over
By Lee Hunsaker
It's over - finally . The 1977 soc,cer season has to rank as one of
the-worst in UNirhistorY:
Falling from a 3-3 record early
in the season, the Cats finished
3-12-0. Not many , could describe
the dizziness of the downfall.
But anyone could see what was
wrong - an impotent offense, a de,fensive lapse, error after error
and mental letdowns. It left
UNH coach Art Young walking
around saying, "What can I
sa_y?" while displaying a mournful expression on his face.
The expression never seemed to leave his face, from the disgraceful 3-0 loss to St. Anselm's ·
that started the whole downfall;
to the 3-0 rain soaked loss to
Dartmouth a week ago wn1ch
ended the agony.
Each game was a copy of the
last. The Cats would start strong,
then slack off. It became a simple
matter of predicting · the score
- by how much would tlie other
team win by?

1
6
0

2
0
0

No on~- or two oxcm,.,,:, how-

ever, can really explain the poor
season.
"It was a combination of •fac~ors," said Young, "none of
which can singly be credited with
the poor season. Next year, we'll
just have to concentrate on eliminating those factors ."

fcat

UMass 19 - UNO 6
Score by Quarters
Massachusetts
New Hampshire

don Tuttle. Tuttle made 170 saves
in 15 games, recording a goals
against average of 2.33. That may
not be an average, but anyone
who saw the Cats this year, will
attest that Tuttle worked for
every save he made.
"He has the potential to be one
of the best goalies in the country next year," said assistant .
coach Pete Ramsey .
Granted it was a dismal season, but this year's was one of the
hardest schedules that UNH has
ever faced. Dartmouth, Ver:mont,
Rhode Island, UMass were all
nationally ranked at some point
in the season. Babson, Middlebury, Keene State and Plymouth
State all are perennial l)ivision
.
II and III powers.

" Next year's going to be different," promised Young . "We're
going to take it a lot more seriously than we did this year.
"Basically this year was rebuilding. We've got a Jot of freshmen and sophomores, so most of
the year was spent developing
them and a system to use. But
next year, we'll be more together
and more serious. If they don't
want to come practice everyday
and work, then I ·don' t want
them-:-"
- The only direction the Cats can
go is up. With only one senior
leaving the , team (co-captain
Scott Davis), the nucleus is back.
Plus, several players who missed
part or all of the _serson - Jack
Edwards, John Vreeland, George
Nayner - wm be back to bolster
this year's collapsable defense.
Many players are optimistic about next year, citing experience
as the main reason for the
promising of a better year.
The bright spot for the Cats this
)'.ear, was junior goaltender Gor-

stats

Final

3 4
0 13
0 6

7

19
6

Team stats

M-Bill Coleman 1
Run; Kick Blocked

Massachusetts New Hampshire
First Downs ... . . . .. .. . . ....... . . .
Rushing . . . .... . .. . ....... .. . . . .
Passing .. . .. . ....... ... ..... .. .
Penalty . . .. . . . .. . . . .... . ... .. . .
Rushing Attempts .. . . . ... . ...... .
Yards Rushing ...... . ........ . ... .
Yards Lost Rushing .. . ..... . ..... .
Net Yards Rushing . .. ... . .... .. . .
Net Yards Passing .. . ..... . ...... .
Passes Attempted ......... ... . .
Passes Completed .. . ... . . . .... .
Had Intercepted . .. ... .. .. ..... .
Total Offensive Plays .. .... ...... .
Total Net Yards . ..... .. ..... ... . .
Average Gain Per Play .... . ... .
Fumbles: Number-Lost. . ... .. . .
Penalties: Number-Yards . .. . .. .
Interceptions: Number-Yards .. .
Number of Punts-Yards .. .. .... .
Average Per Punt. . .... . ..... . .
Punt Returns: Number-Yards . . .
Kickoff Returns: Number-Yards.

9:39

M-Hank Sareault 16
Run; Run Failed
0:38

M-John Romboli; 21
Pass From Mike
Fallon;
Dave
Croasdale
Kick
6:21

NH-Bill Burnham 1
Run; Run Failed
7:03

Attendance: 20,000

15

12

9

3
9
0

4
2
50
211
14
197
128
17
8
0
67
325
4.9
2-1

47
116
62
54
191
25
13
3

72
245
3.4
3-0

5-4::,

/-::>U

3-41
7-211
30.1
4-18
1-30

8-272
34.0
1- -4
4-109

0-0

Individual stats
Rushing
Douvadjian
Sareaulf
Dent
Coleman
Pedrow
Fallon
TOTALS

Att.

Burnham
Pendry
Delozier
Coleman
Allen
TOTALS

Passing
Fallon

Allen
Burnham

Gain Lost
103

4
0
0
0

17
14
3
6
2
8
50

22
12
0
8
211

Att.

Gain Lost

66

23

3
5
4
12
47

82
11
13
4
6
116

9

10
14

1
0
3
6
52
62

Net

TD

Long

99
22
12
0
2
197

0
1
0
1
0
0
2

26
16
13
4
0
2
26

Net

TD

Long

81
11
10
2
46
54

1
0
0
0
0
1

28
8
5
2
3
28

. 66

Att.-Comp.-Int. Yards TD
17-8-0

128

1

Att.-Comp.-Int. Yards TD
23-12-3
2- 1-0

178
13

0
0

Long

Punting
Romboli

No.

Punting
Leavitt

No.

7

8

Yds. ~vt Lon§
211

30.1

42

Yds. Avg. Long
34.0

27:}

48

Soccer: final stats

49

Long
39
13

Overall Record:
Yankee Conference:

3-12
2-4

GF'

GA

10

37
15

6

Results
Pa$ Receiving

Cummings
Douvadjian
Kurtz
Romboli
Gladchuk
Coleman
TOTALS

Pa$ Receiving

Pope
Benson
Farell
Delozier
Coleman
Burnham
TOTALS

No. Yards TD
2
2
1
1
1
1
8

64

1
28
21
9
5
128

0
0
0
1
0
0
1

Long
49
5
28
21
9
5
49

No. Yards TD

Long

113
30
39
5
4
0
191

0
0
0
0

39
13
31
5
4

-0
0

0

5
3
2
1
1
1
13

I

·o

S9

UNH
UNH
UNH
UNH
UNH
UNH
UNH
UNH
UNH
UNH
UNH
UNH
UNH
.UNH
UNH

1

1
2
1
1
1
0

2

O
O
O
O
O
1

0

Boston University
Boston College
Gordon
Connecticut
Keene State
Maine
St. Anselm 's
Vermont
Bridgeport
Middlebury
Plymouth State
Rhode Island
Babson
Massachusetts
Dartmouth

Goalie
Gordon Tuttle
Allen Barnard

0
2

OT

1
3
5
0
3

OT

5

1
1
3
3
3
4
3

170
11

35
2

Spikers surprise choice
for regio;nal tourney

2.33
0.50

could do some damage."
Last Thursday, the Cats played
against Wellesley and came up on
top, two games out of three, to
up their record to 15-8. The Wildcats downed their opponents
easily, 15-5 in the first match. The
second game was characterized
by a mid-match UNH slump,
which contributed to their 15-11
defeat: The Wildcats then blasted
back with a 15-3 victory in the last.
game.
In the first game, Pat Casey
pulled the Cats ahead with some
devastating serves, and Iris
Rauscher's hard spikes· helped
give them the victory in the final
game.
"In that second game, we
really had trouble communicating," said UNH's Ellen Grant.
"There was some indecision on
who was going to receive the
ball."
_ Wellesley scored their points
with a tough, concentrated defense, and squeezed ahead to take
the game.
In the third game, UNH came
·back to trounce Wellesley. Although the Wildcats were not
serving as well as they have
been, and· Wellesley was tough
with me,r spikes , the wildcats
showed superior skill in all other
areas.
"There was no outstanding
playing in the match by any of the
girls, although they set better this
match than in previous ones ,"
said Milos . "I guess the girls just
slumped this time. "
UNH played against Boston
University last Tuesday , and
dropped both games, 15-3, 15-6.
Milos attributed the loss to the
Cats' failure to sustain the
needed concentration to take
points.

By Laurie Fisher
The UNH women's volleyball
team has been selected for the
second year in a row to attend the
Eastern Regional Volleyball
Championships.
The tournament, which encompasses 12 states and Washington D.C., will be held this Friday and Saturday in Oswego, NY.
UNH was chosen at an annual
meeting to determine which 16
teams should be invited to participate in the event. UNH coach
Laurel Milos said she didn't think
her young team would beat out
many of the several other large
school teams in the region because their record was only 14-7.
But when UNH's name · was
being considered, the coaches
from both the URI team and the
Springfield team endorsed the
Wildcats with much enthusiasm,
according to Milos .
The tournament starts on Friday with the 16 contestants being
split up into 4 groups of four. The
two top teams will play in the
finals on Saturday.
Milos said that her team is still
green and needs to get together
mentally.
"Our team has the talent and
the strength of most of the other
teams there, but we just don't
have that team communication,"
she said.
Milos said that she thought that
her team would not get into the
tournament this vear because of
the Wildcats' inexperience, and
she was planning to wait another·
year for the play-offs.
"I'm glad we got in this year, "
Milos said. "But I don't think
we'll win. There are some very
strong teams there, but I think if
all six girls get their heads
moving the same r'irection, we
Player

Games Saves GA GAvg.
15
4

UN!J's sophomore Sue Duff:y delivers an overhand spike
durmg rece~t volleyba!l action. The UNH spikers were a
surpnse ch01ce to quahfy for the Eastern Regional Tournament this week. (Lisa Winchester photo)
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UMass · recaptures heanpot trophy
All playoff hopes dissolve
By Paul Keegan
Mter the more than 20,000 fans
had left and the UNH players had
cried, showered and walked
away, the stadium was empty
and the sky had turned a bloodyred on the horizon. The day of November 12 and the 1977 football
season were dying for what. to
some, seemed to be the. last time.
The early,
uncomplicated
hopes of the hot August afternoons of last summer were abruptly swept away as if by the
chilling winter breeze which
swept across Cowell Stadium that
fateful Saturday afternoon.
Where there had been cheering, jubilation and success, there
was now only silence, despair and
failure.
It cannot be said that the Wildcats didn't have their chance during their 19-6 loss to UMass. The
only difference between Saturday's game and the rest of the
season was that the Cats didn't
capitalize on their chances.
Instead of Bill Burnham taking
the pitch-out from Jeff Allen and
busting through the line for his
fourth touchdown of the day,
there was Bill Burnham stacked
up on a fourth down play just
short of the goal line. The same
thing had happened one play before on . third and goal.
"I went with my number one
man", said UNH head coach Bill
Bowes. "Burnham has worked
that play for touchdowns, I don't
know how many times this year.
If I had to do it all over again,
I'd do the same thing."
Instead of Jeff Allen hitting Lee
Pope down the sidelines for a big

play to open things up, interceptions were thrown by Allen and
passes were dropped by Pope.
UNff had its chance in the
fourth period to come back from
deficits of 12-0 and 19-0, but each ·
time the scenario didn't go as it
has all year.
After showing the old form with
an Allen-to-Pope connection, to
bring the Cats within 13 at 19-6,
again the Wildcats relapsed, and
couldn't continue to show their
old winning ways.
After recovering an onside
kick, it looked like things may
turn out as planned for UNH. But
instead of Allen connecting with
Pope to move the ball quickly
downfield, Dave Crossdale picked off the aerial to end all scoring
hopes for UNH.
Instead of Wildcat defenders
pinning down the opposing punter
after a bad snap, John Romboli
somehow managed to get away a
punt and UNH's chance for excellent field oosition was wasted.
Instead of Jeff Allen fooling
everyone in the stadium with a
play action fake and finding Bill
Wharff all alone in the end zone,
UMass quarterback Mike Fallon
hid the ball behind his hip while
18 players dove on each other at
the line of scrimmage. Seconds
later Romboli stood in the end
zone waving the ball above his
head, the recipient of a Fallon
pass.
And so it went all afternoon.
The scenes that Wildcat fans had
been used to seeing were no longer coming about.
Bill Coleman of UNH was not
jumping through and over people

UNH quarterback Jeff Allen has an apprehensive look on his face as he is chased
by UMass' Steve Telander (54) and an unidentified teammate.
Allen was chased
a~ound for the better part of Saturday afternoon and the Cats lost, 19-6. (Scott Spaldmg photo)
as he nad earlier in the year, but
Jeff Allen didn't coolly set up in Croasdale, who picked off three
walking gingerly on his swollen a pocket and pick apart the op- Allen passes and made the key hit
knee.
posing secondary. Rather, he was to stop Burnham from scoring a
Laughter and chatter on the scrambling all afternoon, being touchdown from the one yard
sidelines during the easy victo- chased by the oversized UMass line.
ries of the year were replaced by linemen.
players staring at the ground as if
· But most of all, the Cats hadn't
mesmerized.
come up against a player like FOOTBALL. page 17

Wildcat stickwo1nen 'al1nost' win NE cha1npionship
By Nancy Maculiewicz
"Well, we almost came back
with a championship," said UNH
field hockey coach Jean Rilling.
"We wished it could have turned
out differently, but it didn't."
The Wildcats nearly succeeded

in winning the Northeast Intercollegiate Field Hockey Championship. The three-day tournament, which ended Saturday,
held at Harvard University in
Cambridge.
Number one-seeded UNH fin-

ished the tournament in third
place. The champion, the University of Connecticut, and the
runnerup, the University of
Massachusetts, will travel to
Denver, -Colorado November 2327 to compete in the national

tournament.
UConn upset the Wildcats in
Friday's semi-final game. The
Wildcat loss, high-lighted by an
official's controversial ruling,
ended UNH's hopes of playing
in the national tournament.
The game started off well for
UNH. They immediately took
control of the ball. Less than
a minute into the game, senior
tri-captain Mame Reardon put
UNH ahead, 1-0.
Midway through the second·
half, Liz Childs, a senior from .
Dover, New Hampshire, scored
for UConn and tied the game.
Neither team could break the
deadlock in regulation time. The
overtime period consisted of
three penalty corners. No one
scored on the first two corners.

On the third corner, the of·
ficials called a penalty stroke
against UNH. UConn's Lauren
Fuchs' shot hit the goal post and
went out of bounds.
However, one of the officials
said Stone had moved before the
attempted shot. UConn received
an automatic goal.
Rilling's protest that Stone's
movement did not interfere with
the flight of the ball didn't change
the decision. When UNH couldn't
score on their last corner attempt, the game ended.
"The ruling was a judgement
call," said Rilling. "It was a
distressing way to lose."
The loss abruptly halted UNH's
FIELD HOCKEY, page 17

Ice1nen host Norwich
in last scri1n1nage
By Lee Hunsaker
The UNH hockey team will
finish up its pre-season exhibition
schedule tonight when the Wildcats host Norwich Academy at
Snively Arena at 7:00.
In their last two exhibition
games, the Wildcats regained
UNH freshman Gaby . Haro_ules prepares_ to send the ball on ~ distant flight during their poise, defeating St. Anselms
recent play at Memorial Field. The WIidcats went to the semi-finals of the Eastern 6-3 on Wednesday, and Salem
State, 10-3 on Saturday.
Regional Tournament before losing to UConn. (Lee Hunsaker photo)
The Cats are 3-1 in exhibition
play.
This week, the Wildcats are
preparing for their season opening weekend series (Nov.
18-19) against the Air Force
Academy in Colorado.
Against St. A's, -the Cats,
though playing better then they
did against Merrimack, still left
a lot of problems to be worked
out.
_ "In the second period, we had
Mike
Lee
Dana
Paul
Steve
a lot of turnovers," said UNH
Minigan
Keegan
Hunsaker
Jennings
Morrison
defenseman Bob Blood. "We've
Last week
3-5
4-4
5-3
4-4
· 4-4
got to learn to play all out for
Season
55-34, .618
68-21, . 763
64-25, . 719
66-23, . 742
63-25, .708
three periods of hockey."

•

morning line
Final Standings

"We always seem to have a
lapse in the second period," said
Bruce Crowder, another defenseman. "The coach (Charlie
Holt) said a few things · to us
about it but it is hard to get
psyched about Division II teams."
Some of the players see playing
Division II teams as hurting the
Wildcats.
•
"They (St. A's) weren't a good
team," said UNH forward Dana
Barbin, "so we weren't passing
well or playing as hard as we could have been."
Wildcat coach Charlie Holt
agreed. "We played a team so
weak that it scared me," he
said. "We moved the puck horrendously, but we did move it.
It was a lot of almosts. If we
could have connected on our
passing we could have doubled
our shot output.
"The second period was very
discouraging," he continued,
HOCKEY, page 17

